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. ,emost e~rienced
·ce Iteam i'n 'Ihel busin -55

• •IS groWing to_
meet your nHcIs.

A Maner of Qua1lity
When you decide to purchase a pfauter,
Kaap, Maag or Lorenz machine, you're
makingl a strong statement about quality.
Second best isn't good enough, you insist
on the finest gear machinery available.
We share your commitment and believe
you deserve the same quality when it
comes to service. Thats why Ameri:can
Pfauter's fiel~dservice team is the gear
industry's Ilargest and most experienced.
Now, we're making that team even better
to meet your continlUallly changlingl
service needs.

A ,Matter 01 Res;po:nse
IFirstof all, we addedl five experienced fiel~d
service engineers to lncrease the IIeveIIof
service we provide to all our customers.
Next, we've expanded the electrcnics
tralnlnq our fie'ldi service people receive
to keep them current on the latest
technologTY.We've also made it easier to

reach our key service people at 312-
640-750.1 to obtain prompt, accurate
answers to parts and service related
Questions. F,inaHy;we're ,expanding the
use of our Service Scorecard to obtain
valiuable customer input that will lead
to even greater service satisfaction.

A MaHer' 01 Pdde,
While your new machine is being,
instaHed, or the next time it needs service,
take a few minutes to talk to our fie'ld
service eng!il1eer... the man in the blue
coat You have somethiing in common. The
priide you fee'l for your machine is the
same pri:dehe puts into servicill1g it, He'll!
be gl'ad to answer your questions and
explain the tests and procedures he uses,
After all, your satisfaction is the most
accurate measure of his success ...
and ours. American Pfauter Ltd., 925 E.
Estes Avenue, Elk Grove Vdlage, III 60007.
Phone (312}640.-7500.

1.,1 ~III.I--m
Building Amer;can"~oducti"ify
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Who Says Quality Has toCost More?
We Don't! New Angle Gear produces precision, hard finished

spiral bevel gearing, at cut and lapped prices.
Utilizing the Klingelnberg HPG·S method, state-

of-the-art equipment delivers spiral bevel gears up
to 30 inches diameter, at AGMA Levels 10-13.And
New Angle gears accommodate higher loads
(torque) with "whisper" quiet operation. Or ... you
may opt to reduce gear size to further reduce cost.

Also, matched sets are a thing of the past with
our process of proven repeatability.

Our FREE quick facts brochure can
tell you a lot more ... Write or Call:

NEW ANGLE GEAR
505 Blue Ball Boad (Rte. 545)
Elkton, MD 21921
Phone: (301) 398-9470
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COVER
Horology. the science of clockmaking,

was a major interest of Leonardo's. Among
the timekeeping devices he invented was
an alarm clock that worked by suddenly
lifting the sleeper's feet into the air!

His unique wonn gear design. illustrated
on our cover. was also bam of his interest
in elockmaking, In his own words. "This
lifting device has an endless screw which
engages many teeth on the ....·heel. ... the
device is vet)' reliable. Endless screws that
engage only one of the teeth on the work-
ing wheel could cause great damage and
destruction if the tooth breaks."

The design is called the Hindley ·....orm
gear. after the English dockmaker who "in-
vented" it in the 18th century. 300 years
after Leonardo's death.
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THE W'ORLD-OUR MARKET

As the time came to write this editorial,
the replies to our survey from the last
issuewere just starting to pour in. We
were gratified by the number of
responses we received and by the
amount of time many of you spent
answenng in great detail the text
questions on the survey. Because of
this unusual.ly large response, it will
take us some months to log. digest
and respond to all the data. Thank
you for this nice "problem."

In future editorials, I'll be discussing
what we've learned, and we wilt
reprint some of the most interesting comments. We're
seeing some excellent suggestions and new ideas which
we will start incorporating in future issues.

While reviewmq those first surveys, there was one
isolated comment that bothered me and kept recurring in
my thoughts. A reader wrote, "Why are so many of your
articles written by foreigners?"

It reminded me of a Similarquestion that was addressed
to me several years ago when GEAR TECHNOLOGY was
stili In its early months of publication. A marketing manager
from what was then one of America's major gear
machinery manufacturers asked, "Why are most all your
advertisers foreign?"

Today, the marketing manager is no longer with that
company, and the company itself iSJusta shadow of what
it had formerly been. This manager and the leadership of
his company had become so insular that they failed to see
the "big picture."

I think that this lack of understanding that we are part
of a world market is [he exception. More and more
American Industries are being affected by tllls fact every
day.

To deny what is taking place simply because we may
not like it only increases our vulnerability.

A substantial amount of techrucal research and wrrtlng

4 Gear Technology

IS being done outside our country.
Although we get a majority of our
articlesfrom American authors, we are
frequently told by American
companies. "We'd like to write. but
we just don't have the time."
Apparently. people in the overseas
gear industry find this research and
wntlng Important in their companies,
their products, and to themselves.
Rather than fault them or not take
advantage of their knowledge, we
should try to emuiate them. In the
long run, It will payoff.

Our first and strongest supporters, both with financial
advertising commitments and encouragement. were
foreign manufacturers or their American representatives.
From their perspective. it was important that practical
information be regularly disseminated to ensure the survival
of the gearing industry.

We have tried to bring you a wide variety of information
that we thought would be useful. exposing American
industry to important articles no matter where they came
from, keeping you apprised of what is going on around
the world, what processes are being studied and what
Ideasare being discussed.We most get the tools to succeed
from wherever necessary.

Standing with one's head in the sand tends to limit one's
vision. You can't see what's approaching, making it
difficult. if not impossible, to prepare for the future. We
cannot afford the luxury of pretending that foreign markets,
foreign competition and foreign research does not exist.
Rather we must see these things as challenges and
opportunities. The drive for excellence knows no
boundaries and claims no special citizenship. As we have
been the market Forthe world, now we must increaSingly
look , the world as our rket.



TECHNICAL
CALE1\TDIAII

August 2'.5-27
SMEWORKSHOP:
I'nternatlonal EOM
Lake Geneva, WI

Se,pt. ,22-24
S.MEWORKSHOP:
Modern Grl,ndlng T:ethnology
Detroit. MI

Can Fo.r Papers

SME Gear Pr,ocesslngl &
Manufacturing Clinic

INov.117-19 .• 19S:7
Detroit .• Mi'

Proposals for papers must oe submitted to the SME pnor to
June 1"9. 1'987. They should be In the form of a [1[leand
an abstract of 100 words or less.

Suggested topes Include, but are nO[ limited to:

CNC and gear manufacturing, Gear grinding techni-
ques. Gear tool design. Gear [oath sconng. Gear moth
honing. High speed gearing. CNC and' gear manufac-
turing. Hob sharpening. Hard gear fInishing, Gear
shaping, Gear grinding. Gear rneasunnq, Broaching
gears, Inspection techniques

Tabletop Exhibits

An additional feature of [he Gear Processing and Manufac-
turing CliniC Will be a senes of tabletop exhibits scheduled
for the first evening of the program. Gear deSIgnersand gear
manufacturers and equipment supplIersare InVited to display
company products and literature at these exhibits.

For more InformatIon on SME events contact Joe Franchini
at SME, 1 SME Dr .. P.O. Box 930, Dearborn, MI48121.
131'2) 271 -I 500.

Tour of IBelglum.
.Swltz,erl'and & Germany

A tnpto VISitgear rnanutactunnq and machme tool plants
in SWitzerland. Germany and Belgium is currently being
planned by AGMA tor September 12-.26,. provldinQ the op-
porturuty to see first hand' the operation of these high-tech
companies, Thefe WI" be a v,isrt co fWD Gear Research In- I

smutes: one In Munich wittl Dr. Winter and a second In
Aachen with Dr. ween. The visit will Include time at the Oc-
tober Fest in Munich and plenty of nrnetor Sightseeing. The
trip is open to anyone who is interested, AGMA member-
ship is not a requirement.

If you are Interested or Wish further Information. contact Joe
Arvin. Arrow Gear Co .. 2301 Curtiss St., Downers Grove,
Il 60515, Ir312) 969-7640.

Edft,OfS Not~: As this Issue of GEAR TEC14NOLOGY
was almost r;eady ;to'go topreJ$. we r«,elved ,acopy
,of AG'MA,'s March newsletter. It conra/nM the'
(ollowlng Item by Mr. Joe ArvIn, V:.".. - PrDduc;t
Division of ACiMA and Executive Vice Prl!sldent and
,General Manager ofATr:ow Gear: Because It provides
another ~rsp«tlve onthesubJ«t of our ~/torral.
weare r~prlntlng It In entIrety.

lourIng Sr:andlnav,lan
Gear Plams

Joe Arvin
Arrow Gear

Downers Grove. Il

As I reflect back on my trip to Denmark, Finland.
Norway and Sweden. the first thought that com s to
mind ISthe excellent caliber of the dozen manufactur-
ing companies that we VISIted.Most of them were
very clean and well managed with the latest machine
Cools ctJac are avaIlable anywhere In the world The
vast majority of their machining centers were
Japanese built equipment

The average top hourly wage at plants I VISitedwas
58.00/hr. with an additronal 54.00 for frrnge benefits.
In Finland, the government-owned companies have a
depreciation wnre-otf of one-half of the book value per

I year on new capital equipment. Pnvcltely held com-
panies have an Investment write-off of 30% per year
up to seven years. There are extremely low Interest
rate loans available from the government for new
manufacturing faCIlities and government subSIdIes(or
new manufactUring cornparues In rural areas.

During our visit to the ASEA Robotics plant In
Sweden, 'We all were astonished by [he money that IS
being put Into research and development In what
ASEA feels is one of the "up and coming"
technooqes. They sold 19 robots In 1974. whereas In
1985, over 2,200 were sold. And management
proudly boasted that by 1990. they WIll be the leading
robot manufacturer In the world.

Upon arrival at the Stockholm Sheraton In Sweden, I
was contacted by Goran Lundstrom, Technical Editor
of the Stockholm Press. He said that he had heard that
I was V.P. of the American Gear Manufacturers
ASSOCIation,that he wanted very much [0 Interview
me and so I agreed. DUring my listlng of the countries

(continued on page 8)
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Our Model 3000 ac Gear Analyzer is a
third ,generation CNC gear inspection sys-
tem Incorporating all o~the comprehensive
analytical tests and evaluation capabilities
of previous M &. M systems, such as our
Model 2000, but with these added
capabilities:

• DramaticaHy i~mprove?s.p~.ed andaccu-
racy through new meenanloal system
design and advanced eNC control, Ask
about our proprietary ZFE (Zero Follow-
ingl Error) technology .

• ' Computer hardware and applications
software are modular to allow the user
to buy only the required capability ..This
makes the 3000 DC adaptabl'e to labo-
ratory testing or production-line
inspection.

• Int,egrated Statisticall Process Control
with local data base capability is an
optional feature .

• ' Networl<JI1Qwith MAPS compatibility is
available .:

• Robotic interfacing for totally automatic
load/tesVunload operation can be
incorporated.

Smart" Probe package'.
lVDT gage head and
uprocessor-based conver-
tor deliver high-speed mea-
surement daia lin j.l.inches.

Operator Control Panel/or
part loadingl and machine·
set up. Also, provides gage-
head meter Indicallon.

Alpha-numeric keyboard with "Mouse"
for one-time entry of pal1prinl and toler-
ance data. "Mouse" permits use of GAD
techniques.



System Control Center Is
color graphics CRT with
"I:ouch-screen· control for
fast and simple operation.

All of these advanced features can be lrr-
Icorporatedl intothe delivered system or
addsdas B flald upgrade at a later time.
For more tnferrnanon or applications
assistance'. write or calli: .
M &. M Precision Systems. 300 IProgress
Rd., West Carr,o'llt6n, OHl45449, -
51'3/859-8273. TWX 8,10/450-2626,
FAX 513/859-4452.

,M&M PRECISiaN
SYSTEMS

.AN ACME·CLEVELAND COMPANY

Graphics printer copies CRT
Igraphlcsnd 'tabular test
data

Graphics plotter delivers multI-
color ha~dcopy 'of graphics and
IabUlar tesl data.

CNC status moMor provides,
status and positional display
of mschan cal system ,and
CNC control 'functions.
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VIEWPOINT
(continued from page 5)

and companies that we were visiting in Scandinavia,
he periodicaJly kept asking why I was there. ,I kept giv-
ing him the same answer: that J have visited gear and
machine tool manufacturers in over a dozen countries
during the past five years, and that I always found it
interesting to see how other people were doing the
same type of work that we do at Arrow Gear. I told
him we also reciprocated by permitting foreign visitors
to tour our plant. and that it was no longer an
Asian/European/USA economy, but a worldwide
economy [hat we are Jiving in, and that we all have
to get along together in this environment. ! also told
him that I was tlying to help the AGMA to get its
standards accepted in the world marketplace.

After the inverview was over, I asked Mr. Lund-
strom why he kept questioning me as to why I was
there. He said with a smile. the question wasn't why
were we in Scandinavia and why did we visit these
specific companies, but why weren't we also visiting
their universIties and their technical centers as the
Japanese visitors do. Not only are the Japanese the
No. 1 visicors to Scandinavia, but they spend literally
months there visiting all the companies they can and
spending weeks at their universities and tech centers.
He also said that he and most Scandinavians thought
Amenca was a wonderful country, and that it was a
shame mar the U.S. manufacturing people were not
spending more time in Sweden and in other comers of
the world, absorbing their intellectual knowledge and
bringing it back to the United States as the Japanese
do for Japan.

One of the things that has continued to bother me
a great deal in my numerous travels around the
world, is the number of consumer prooucts, complete
assemblies, or component parts that are being made
by Foreign comanies and end up beIng sold in the
United States. This is not only due to commercial
overseas Joint ventures by major U.S. corporations, but
also by the U.S, government and branches of the
Armed Forces buying foreign components and
products.

For example, I discovered during this Scandinavian
trip alone that the U.S. government buys component
parts from Kongsburg Vaapenfabrik, Norway, for the
F-16 fighter, ASN Pentagon missile, and that the U.S,
Air Force gave them $8 million dollars for the develop-
ment of an automated machinIng cell for jet engine
rotors. When there are so many U.S. manufacturing
companies going out of business daily. we should at
least enjoy the business of our own government.

(continued on page 11)
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Give Your Gea.rs
a Bre:ak -,

Se.lect the' R,i'ght
Coupling'!'

Stanl Jakuba.
S.R. Jakub AssocIates
West H'a_rtfol\d,cr

How important is the right choice of coupling in determ-
ining successful machine design7 Consider the following
example. A transmission of appropriate size was needed to
transfer the speed of the engine driver to that of the driven
generator. The transmission was properly selected and sized
to endure the rated power requirements indefinitely, but after
only a short time in operation, it failed anyway. What hap-
pened7 The culprit in the case was a coupling. It provided
the necessary power and protection against misalignment
but it lacked the ability to isolate the gears from the torque
peaks of the diesel engine.

All redprocatmq engines produce uneven torque with
peaks much higher than the value of the rated torque. The
torque fluctuations are caused by the variations in the tangen-
tial forces acting on the crankpins. The engine flywheel
smooths the fluctuations co some extent; the more inertia it
has, the better job it does, Unfortunately, the more inertia a
flyvvheel has, the heavier it usually is, and therefore, invariably.
the light and powerful engines of today are 'Jerky" in this
respect. Their flywheels are light to keep the engine mass
dawn. On the other hand, they often drive relatively heavier
equipment. The rotating components of the driven equipment
may very well have more inertia than the engine flywheel.
We will explore the negative effects these features have on
the load imposed on the gears in transmissions, power take-
offs, step-up gears, and similar mechanisms and discuss pos-
sible countermeasures.

Torque Fluc:tuati'ons at the
P,rime Mover Output

One of the highest torque fluauations is present in diesel
engines. The size of the fluctuations depends on many rae-

AUTHOR:

MR. STAN JAKUBA has over (Wenly years experience in the gear
industry in the United States and overseas. Presiden: of S.R, Jakub
Associates, Engineering and Training Consultants, Mr. Jakuba was
educatecJ in Czechoslovakia and holds a masters d~ree In mechanical
engineering from MIT He IS the holder of several patents for engineer-
Ing products and is a member of ASME and SAE. He is also secretary
of the u.s. Metric Association.



NDUSTRY ...
tors. the obvious ones being the load on the engine, which
determines the torque peaks before the flywheel. and the
flywheel polar inertia, which determines how much lower
the peaks are on the output shaft. The relative size of the
average torque. the maximum instantaneous torque, and the
influence of the polar inertia of the flywheel are illustrated here
in the caseof a common prime mover, the four cylinder diesel
engine.

Fig. I shows three traces of [he instantaneous torque of
such an engine sensed at three different locations. The high
amplitude line represents the torque at the interface of the
crankshaft with theflywheef. The straight line represents the
torque that would be sensedafter the flywheel if the flywheel
had an infinitely large inertia, or if the driven equipment had
infinitely Jow inertia. The line also represents the torque that
would be displayed by a dynamometer gauge; i.e.. the
average torque on [he output shaft The medium amplitude
line represents the torque that might be experienced on the
output shaft in a real instaJiation.

It is.apparent that at a steady load and speeo. the peak
of the medium amplitude will be higher with higher equip-
ment inertia and lower with lower equipment inertia for a
given engine. This consideration has a practical implication
for the design of flanges: one ought to be skimpy with flanges

EQUAL TO THE ~ASK

Cranluhart position I[radl

,FIg•. I'

on the equipment Sideand stay with as.small diameters as
possible. By contrast one may be generous with flanges on
the engine side. Inertia added to the engine Sidebenefjts [he
transmission.

If you're a designer or OEM searching' for
large spiral ,bevel gear sets that are equal
to the task at 'hand. Amarillo Gear
Company can help.

When it's required, Amarillo Gear can
case-harden its spiral bevel gears and
then hard-cut them to AGMA quality level
10 tolerances with a 1,6RMS surface finish,
When job conditions are less demanding,
Amarillo Gear can design and produce a
more economical gearlhat measures up
to your exact need.

Quiet and dependable. their quality
reflects Amarillo Gear's 3S years experience,
manufacturing spiral bevel gears.

Call Amarillo Gear Company. You'l find
our INOrkmore than equal to your production
requirements and custom applications.

Spiral Bev.' G•• rs Up, :'0 100"Dlamet.,

AMARILLO GEAR COIvIj;)ANY
A MEMBER OF T14EMARMON GROUP OF COMPANIES

POBOX 1789. AMARILLO. TEXAS 79105
801i1622·1273

1WX 910·89&011128Amadn""
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,Coupling
There is no practical way to make engines with infinite polar
inertia, nor can the equipment nave zero inertia. Thus, some
magnitude of the medium amplitude is inevitably input into
the transmission. Obviously. the lowest possible amplitude
is desired. Torsionally soft couplings have always been used
to insure this condition. Today a wide selection of such cou-
plings exists.

Ideally. the coupling should be so soft that it smooths out
the torque fluctuation completely. It should store the excess
energy during the time the peaks occur and release it during
the time the valleys occur. Such a coupling is, of course, im-
possible [Q build. Furthermore, because of hysteresis. the
amount of torque f1ueruation the coupling can withstand is
limited by its capacity to rid itself of heat.

The torsionally soft coupling is engaged to decrease the
amplitude that reaches ,it to the level manageable by the
driven equipment. Unfortunately, not all soft couplings are
suitable in all applications. There are also applications where
a soft coupling does more harm than good to the driven
equipment as in the case where the transmission is relative-
ly small and the inertia of the gears can be neglected.

Resonance
Gear and transmission problems often stem from the

overstress due to the occurrence of the torque peaks. The
magnitude of the peaks is determined by the influences

We Cern Solve Your Wear
Problems

Spec1alistS In Precision Induction
Heat Treating

• Sta1e-of·the-artheal treating equip-
ment including 3 NATCO sub-
me~ed process gear hardening
mac __nes and 2 AJIJ,. gear scan-
ning machines.

• Specialists in hardening
helical and bevel gear.s

and contour hardening
of gear teeth

'. We can tool to
meet any pro-

duction needs
• Write for free
Cap::IbUities
brochure

Induction hardening of sha.t!s.
beetling journals, and multi-
dkrmeter parts
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described so far and also by another factor, Consider that the
peaks occur rhythmically. If the frequency of the peaks coin-
cides with one of the natural frequenCies of the system. the
stress peaks grow With time until a component fails. More
couplings and gears fail because of the overstress in resonance
than from all other causes combined.

The task, then, is to analyze the whole engine-to-equip-
ment system to predia its natural frequencies. Often, only the
first natural frequency needs to be known, as the higher ones
can be made to lie outside the operating range by the selec-
tion of the coupling stiffness. If the equipment operates at a
fixed speed, it is relatively easy to select a coupling whose
torsional stiffness is such that resonance does not occur in
the vicinity of the operating speed. Many resilient couplings
are on the market. and some manufacturers provide infor-
mation on how to make the right selection. However, when
it comes to the wide-speed-range operation. there is no coupl-
ing that can run without introducing resonance at some
speeds, The task is to select the coupling that covers the widest
speed range, learn the speeds where the system could
resonate, ana avoid operating at those speeds.

Transmission Pro'tectlon
A torsionally soft coupling should be used wherever pOSSi-

ble to protect the transmissions from overload due to excessive
torque peaks. The softer the coupling is, the lower the
transmitted peaks will be. Furthermore, the softer the coupl-
ing, the lower the highest resonant speed will be. A system
With a low stiffness coupling will resonate only In the low
speed range where the nOffilnal torque ISnormally very low.
Thus. resonance should be experienced only during start-up
and shut-down, and the resulting amplitudes should be safe.
For the protection of the coupling, these steps should be
passed through quickly to limit the time available for the
amplitudes to build up. The coupfing will last indefinitely if
the low speed range is passed through so fast that the stress
amplitudes do not reach dangerous levels or the heat does
not build up and destroy the resilient material.

A certain amount of inherent damping and nonlinear
characteristics in a coupling help to prevent the growth of
the amplitudes in resonance. A coupling with these two
features should be selected if the operation close to resonance
cannot be ruled out. The transmission will experience higher
peaks at the steady state load but the increase IS generally
negligible in comparison to the substantial decrease in
resonance.

There are applications where the full torque must be
transmitted at a relatively low speed. The very low speed
region is safely served by a very stiff coupling. With the stiff
coupling. the system can be operated below all SIgnificant
resonant speeds. The torque peaks transmitted to the transmis-
sion are then a function of the exciting pulses of the prime
mover and, as discussed earlier, a function of the relative size
of the inertias of the engine and the equipment. Operating
a transmission in a system with a stiff coupling at higher
speeds is not advised unless the resonant speeds are known
and can be avoided, or at least crossed over fast at low load.
The exact magnitude and the value of the resonant speeds



ISnot easily predictable. and several resonant speeds may be
present In the desired operating range.

The most common type of stiff coupling is the ordinary
umversatjomt drive shaft. This type of coupling isoften noisy.
The norse IS usuaUy an indication of the operation in a
resonant region. A backlash in the driveline makes the noise.
and the stressesIn the transmsson are further Increasedwith
the baodash.

Generally speaking. the use of a torsionally stiff coupling
requres that the couplrng and the transmission are oversized
In comparison to the case when the soft coupling is used.
They have to withstand torque values much higher than the
values prediaed from the power absorbed by the equipment.
How much higher depends larg,ely on the relative sizes ,oF
the polar moments of inertia of the equipment rotating, com-
ponents with respect to the prime mover rotating
components.

Conclusion
For maximum protection of the transmission preference

should always be given to the use of a torsionally soft coupl-
ing. When selecting a soft coupling. the objective is {O find
one of the desired phYSicalconfiguratlon. torque capacity and'
allowable speed. which also exhibits the lowest torsional
spring {ate In its class, and is designed to fail at a load safe
for the transmission.

IDIEBURRI,S,IIIMIPU OIR' OIIIFFIIIC:ULT GiEARS
and smooth radii and edges, on internal or external
surfaces completely and efficientl!y time ,alter time.
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VIEWPOINT
(continued from page 8)

Dear Editor:

The artICleby Mr. Dale on "Gear NOise and the Side-
:band Phenomenon" contains some Interesting test
results. but may have given a Slightly deceptive idea of
what IScurrently possible.

The Interaction of amplitude and frequency modifica-
tion with resonances has been recognized for some time.
although It ISnot the only possible way of obtainIng
highly asymmetrrc sidebands especially In epK:yCIiC
gears.!'1 In the case quoted. the effects of pitch errors
which only repeat every 559 teeth will give modulatiOn
at a vast range of rreqoenoes. all multiples of the baSIC
mesh cycle frequency.

Single flank testing IS normally carned out slowly. and
the article suggests that it is not possible [0 carry out
transmission error checks at speed; tms IS.however. done
at full speed and full torque on gearboxes When testing
under these conditions. it is easy to use time averagIng
techniques(2) which are more powerful than simple fre-
quency analysis and have the advantages of separating
out pitch errors on the two gears and IncreaSing the ac-
curacy of the results.

J. D. Smith
Unrverslty of Cambridge
England

J. P. D. McFadden and J D. Sm«tl. "An ExpIana(Jon for Ihe Asym-
metry of the ModulatIOn SIdebands About Toath Mestllng Fre-
quency In EpicycliC Gear VibratIOn." Proc Inst Mech Eng
/985. 199 fCI). pp. 65-70.

2 J D. Smith,Gears and Their VibratIOn Marcel Dekker. New
York and MacMillan. london r 983

L.tt.,. for thl. column ahould
.ddr .... d to Lette" to the clltor.
TECHNOLOGY, JI.O. IIox 1426. III Growe ". ....
IL 60007. Utters ..... 1tted to
the properIJ of GIAR T CHNOLOGY. __
It. wlthh.ld upon r.queltl however. no
.norIJIIIOIII a.tten wlUbe puItIIIhecL Oplnl... ex-
pnaed by contributors .,. not nec••• rlly thole
of the editor or publishingatatl.
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An Introdu.ction to a Spur Gearset Design
When specifying a complete gear design, the novice

designer is confronted with an overwhelming and frequently
confusing group of options which must be specified. This ar-
ray of specifications range from the rather vague to the very
specific.

There are many ways to' narrow the selection and guide
the designer in selecting the less easily defined parameters.
Some values, especially the geometric ones, must be specified
very exactly. Others can be selected rather loosely on the basis
of choice or experience. (See Table 1,)

One effective method ·of controlling and organizing this
set of specifications is based on laying out a group of possible
choices for consideration that first meet the geometrical re-
quirements of center distance and gear ratio, and then con-
sidering the physical requirements of transmitted power, in-
put speed, gear material and gear accuracy. The availability
of the persona] or micro-computer has also made it quite sim-
ple to compute a group of diHerent designs that would be
possible candidates for a final design.

Table 2- Design Choices for Single Pair
Set of External. Spur Gears

Center distance
Gear ratio
Pinion speed
Face width
Gear material
Hardness

5.0 inches
4 to 1 reduction
1800 RPM
.80 inches
Steel
300 BHN

To simplify the example and also to eliminate a few of the
choices we will give an example of a design for a single pair
set of external spur gears with the specifications shown below.

The face width was arbitrarily chosen, but was based on
a scale layout of the anticipated set using the operating pitch
circles. A common sense of proportion prevailed. The gear
material. picked was a typical machineable gear steel that can
be finish cut, preserving the cut gear accuracy. Expectedac-
curacy would be in the range of ACMA 7 or 8.

Using the gear ratio and the center distance as input, a short
computer program is used to arrive at a number of choices
for gear and pinion teeth and related diametral pitch .. This
program, (Program 1) starts with the pinion teeth ranging
from 10 to. 55., sequentially, computing the mating gear teeth
closest to the desired ratio, and prints out the associated
diametral pitch for standard operating conditions, This gives
46 different possible sets to choose from. A sample output
is shown in Table 3.

The number of choices may be further reduced by selec-
ting some sets where currently available cutting tools can be
used or a scattered group can be arbitrarily selected, ranging

Table 1- Basic Gear Design Specifications

Type of gear
spur or helical

Diarnetral pitch
Gear ratio
Fillet form
Face width
Strength
Noise

Helix angle & hand

Pressure angle
Tooth form
Center distance
Material & treatment
Quality level
Manu.facturing methods

Type of teeth
internal or external

Pinion & gear teeth
Pinion enlargement
Tooth proportion
Input speed
Life expectancy
Lubrication

12 Gem Technology



Table 3 - Available choices of teeth for spur gear sets ..

Center Distance - 5
Target Gear Ratio - 4

Pinion T. Gear T. Act. Ratio Diam. Pitch
10 40 4.0000 5.00000
11 44 4.0000 5.50000
12 48 4.0000 6.00000
13 52 4.0000 6.50000
14 56 4.0000 7.00000
15 60 4.0000 7.50000
16 64 4.0000 8.00000
17 68 4.0000 8.50000
18 72 4.0000 9.00000
19 76 4.0000 9.50000
20 80 4.0000 10.00000
21 84 4.0Cl00 10.50000
22 88 4.0000 11.00000
23 92 4.0000 11.50000
24 96 4.0000 12.00000
25 100 4.0000 12.50000
26 104 4.0000 13.00000
27 108 4.0000 13.50000
28 112 4.0000 14.00000
29 116 4.0000 14.50000
30 120 4.0000 15.00000
31 124 4.0000 15.50000
32 128 4.0000 16.00000

33 132 4.0000 16.50000
34 136 4.0000 17.00000

35 140 4.0000 17.50000
36 144 4.0000 18.00000
37 148 4.0000 18.50000
38 152 4.0000 19.00000
39 156 4.0000 19.50000
40 160 4.0000 20.00000
41 164 4.0000 20.50000
42 168 4.0000 21.00000
43 172 4.0000 21.50000
44 176 4.0000 22.00000
45 180 4.0000 22.50000
46 184 4.0000 23.00000
47 188 4.0000 23.50000
48 192 4.0000 24.00000
49 196 4.0000 24.50000

50 200 4.0000 25.00000
51 204 4.0000 25.50000
52 208 4.0000 26.00000
53 212 4.0000 26.50000
54 216 4.0000 27.00000
55 220 4.0000 27.50000

Program 1 - 'Iooth Selector Program.

10 REM - Toothsel.bas
20 REM - This program develops a series of choices of gear

teeth sets
30 REM - for a specific center distance and ratio desired.
40 KEY OFF:CLS
50 DIM NP (55) ,NG(55) ,ACTR(55) ,DP(SS)
60 INPUT "Center Distance ";CD
70 INPUT "Ratio Desired" ;RATIO
80 FOR 1-10 TO 55
90 NP(I)-I:NG{I)-INT(I*RATIO+ .5)
100 ACTR (1)-

NG(I)/NP(I):DP(I) - (NP(I) +NG(1))/2/CD
110 NEXT I
120 LPRINT" Available choices of teeth for spur gear

sets."
1.30 [PRINT
140 LPRINT'
150 LPRINT'
160 LPRINT
170 LPRINT" Pinion T. Gear T.
Ratio Diam. Pitch"
180 FOR 1-10 TO 55
1902$-" ## #H# ##IUIII# 11#·11#1/#1"
200 LPRINT USING Z$;NP(I) ;NG(I);ACTR(I);DP(I)
210 NEXT I

Center Distance - ",CD
Target Gear Ratio - ",RATIO

Act.

through various teeth numbers and pitches. For example, the
sample list in this case contains commonly available pitches
such as 5, 6,8, 10, U, 14, 16 and 20 .. If an odd target gear
ratio or an uneven center distance is used, the possibility of
standard diametral pitches is reduced.

If the teeth versus pressure angle chart for natural. under-
cut show-n in Fig .. 1 is examined,the choice will be guided
away from the lower pinion teeth numbers and lower pressure
angles because natural. undercutting causes poor gear
operating conditions and also reduces strength.

In the example case the first likely choice is a 16-64 tooth
gearset of8DP and 20 or 25° pressure angle. The next choice
would be 20-80. teeth of lODP in 20. or 25° pressure angie,
and so on thru 20DP.

Actually 'there isa great deal of flexibility in gear design
and long addendum pinions and short addendum gears. call
be used to avoid or reduce undercutting. It is also possible
to depart from the specified diarnetral pitch by a small
amount. resulting inan oversize or undersize operating con-
dition on center distance,

A flexible computer program was written toaccomodate
both standard and non-standard conditions and to. freeze the
total gear geometry for a particular gear set. The input values
required to. run the program are listed in Table 4.

The program has a standard basic rack embedded within
it for 14.5 thru 25 PA as shown in Fig .. 2. This basic rack
is used, along with the circular tooth thickness on the pinion
and the backlash desired in the set to do a complete gear
design. If the pinlon tooth thickness is set at one half of the
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WITliOUT UNDERCUT

Fig. 1

Table 4

- ",DP
- ",PA

40 INPUT "Diametral Pitch
SO INPUT "Pressure Angle
60 INPlTl" ''Center Distance
70 INPUT "Face Width
80 INPUT "Steel Allow Tens.
90 INPUT "Steel Allow Compo
100 INPUT "Pinion RPM
110 INPUT ''Pinion Teeth
120 INPUT "Gear Teeth
130 INPUT "Pinion CIT
140 INPUT '1Backlash

- ",CD
- ",F
- ",SAT
- ",SAC
- ",RPM
- ",NP
- ",NG
- ",CTP
- ",Bl

1.25
DP

--~~---l.S-r06-----1~-------+'-- ~~

~-------~------~---~~[---L!-W
BASIC RACK

CUTIING

PA - PRESSURE ANGLE
DP - DIAMETRAL PITCH

PA TIP FLAT
1405 I .924/DP
2() I .bel/DP
25 I .405/DP

Fig. 2
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circular pitch, a standard proportioned gear set is developed.
If the pinion tooth thickness used is grea ter than half of the
circular pitch" the pinion will be oversized.

There are many causes for gear tooth failure, as shown
in AGMA 110.04 "Nomenclature of Cear Tooth Wear and
Failure." The two principal modes for gear tooth failure are
tooth breakage by bending fatigue and surface failure by pit-
ting. More advanced failure considerations include scoring,
spailing, rolling, peening, rippling, case crushing and various
forms of wear.

The program segment for calculating the horsepower
ratings uses the procedure outlined in AGMA 218.01 "For
Rating the Pitting Resistance and Bending Strength of Spur
and Helical Involute Gear Teeth" and is based on the stresses
caused by the contact or compressive stresses where the gear
teeth meet, and on the bending 'Or tensile stresses which oc-
cur in the gear fillet area. See Fig. 3. Examples of these two
failures are shown in Fig .. 4.

The use of the superimposed parabola to. determine the
critical fracture or fatigue point en the root fillet is shown
in Fig. 5 and is used to compute the interim values needed
to. establish the bending power rating ..

The surface stresses caused by the rolling action of con-
tacting cylinders results in elastic deformations. If the sub-
surface shear that develops exceeds the strength of the
material, a crack occurs and propagates up to the surface
developing a pit. See Fig. 6.

Fig. 7 illustrates the pattern of tooth pair contact for a gear
with a contact ratio of about 1.5.. In the centra] part of the
tooth form a single pair of teeth are in contact. For shared
load the highest point of single tooth contact is used in
calculating the beam strength and the lowest point of single
tooth contact is used in the surface strength calculation. The
former is used for the 'T' factor, and the latter is used :for
the 'T' factor.

fig . .3
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The AGMA equations for the bending and pitlingpower
ratings are shown below, Hrst with all the K and C factors
and, then" in simplified form without these facl,ors.

PAT - np d Kv .' ~ '•. _1_ '.'SAT Kl

lZ6,OOO KA Pd KsKM KR KT

np - Pinion rpm
d - Pinion Opel. p.d,
F - Gear fa e

Pd - Diarnetral pitch
1 - Geom. factor-bending

SAT - Tensile stress no.

PAT - np d. ~ • J .' SAT
126.000 Pd

np F
126,000

•

np - Pinion rpm
F - Gear Iace
I - Geom. factor- pitting
d Pinion Oper. p.d.

SAC Surface camp. stress no.
ep Elastic coeH.

(2)

The factorscan generally be used as 1.0 and can mainly
be considered as warning flags to induce some thought on
the part of the designer. The flags are as Iellows:
.' Ka& Ca - application factor which considers the even

or shady nature of the prime mover and the
absorbing load;

• Kv &: Cv - ,related to, the effect that dynamicaJly induced
loads might cause, usually due to higher
velocities;

l PAIR
TOOTH CONT ....CT

HI(.HBT I I''T
'>INGI • rAIR CDNT /lCT/ ~''''''".

SI'l1R
rlNION
TOOTH

I
FiR. 1



• Ks&: Cs - used in consideration of the effect that the
actual physical size of the teeth might have;

.' Km &: Cm -warn. about theeffect of improper load
distribution across the gear face;

• Kl & CI - related to gear life. Normal life is planned
for many millions of stress cycles and is
modified for shorter life needs. See Fig. 8

• Kr&: Cr - reliability factors normally expecting less
than 1 failure in 100;

• Kt &: 0 - temperature factors warning that gears nor-
mally do not exceed 2S0"F;

• Cf - consideration factor for the effect of surface
finish on the surface strength;

• Ch - is a factor for the ratio of hardness between
the gear and pinion.

Again, for simplicity the K &: C factors will be used as 1.0,
although some consideration has to be given Ito the applica-
tion factor Ka&: Caand the reliabiliry factor Kr &: Cr in the
final selection, as they are important and significant.

For the gear material chosen, steel at 300 BHN,the AGMA
suggests the allowable tensile stress number as 40,000 and
the allowable compressive stress number as 130,000 for input,

The complete computer output for one gear set design is
shown in Table S. At this point we can tell if the power
capacity of these designs will meet the needs and with wha.t
reliability or safety factor.

Noise Consid.erations
Gear noise is complex and difficult to analyze, but is us-

ually related to gear accuracy. For equivalent accuracy among
gears with various pressure angles, it has been observed that
lower pressure angle gears are quieter and, conversely, hjgher
pressure angles are noisier. The relationship is shown in
Fig. 9. If we have sufficient capacity in the gears designed,
we could choose the lower pressure angle f.or a quieter set.
This does not mean sets with higher pressure angles cannot
be quiet, but they will probably require a higher level or gear
accuracy.

~ENDJNG STRENGTH
UFE FACTOR

GEAR MAIERIAb;
STED.

JOO BHN

UFE
FACTOR

111' 10' 10'10 10' 10'

NUMBER Of LOAO CYClES

Fig. 8
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Table 5 - Complete Computer Output for
One GeM Set Design

Center Distance 5.0000
Gear Ratio 4.0000
Face Width 0.800
Diametral Pitch 10.0000
Pressure Angle 20.0000
Pinion RPM 1800.00
Tensile Stress No. 40000
Compressive Stress No. 130000
Backlash 0.0020
Contact Ratio 1.691

Pinion Gear
Teeth 20.0 80.0
Outside Diam. 2.200 8.200
Pitch Diam. 2.0000 8.0000
Oper. P.O. 2.0000 8.0000
Root Diam. 1.750 7.744
Base Diam. 1.8794 7.5175
Cir. Tooth Thick. 0.1571 0.1551
Tip Rat 0.0695 0.0778
T.l.F. Diam. 1.8850 7.8547
J FACTOR 0.368
Horsepower Beam 33.6
Horsepower Surf. 15.9



K1irlg,elr1bergintroduces the fastest. .. most accurate
complex worm and thread 'grinder available ..... any-
where in the world! TM CNC controlled HNC·35 stores
data for up to 9601 complex shapes, reducing set-up
to 10·15 minutes ... a fra.ction of the time required with
mechanic-aUy contro'lled ,grinders.
The HNC-35 iSllersatll'e, too. It performs, c!reep·feed
grindingl from the solid, eliminating the needter pre-
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(21,6),572~2100 for an extra FAST response.



Another area of consideration if noise reduction is of great
importance is the use of non-standard working depth gears,
such as stub or shorter working depth or extended working
depth. See Fig. 10..

Stub teeth are very rigid and tend to be noisier than the
longer extended tooth fOnTIS where more tooth flexure is pres-
ent. These tooth depth systems require separate geometrical
considerations for design especially in regard to the minimum
number of teeth.

Strength Considerations
If maximum strength is of significant importance, then

higher pressure angles. would be chosen.as is shown in Fig.
11. Here the relationship is shown for strength versus pressure
angle, where the strength increases with increasing pressure
angle. This isaJso confirmed later using the AGMA
horsepower capacitycalculations.

For the gear material chosen, the computations for
horsepower show the bending strength of the pinion is greater
than the surface strength. This is quite typical of steel or other
materials with insufficient surface strength. Typically such
gears wear out rather than failing by fracture. It is preferable,
obviously, to have a gear set fail progressively by wear rather
than catastrophically by breakage.

The results of some 15 different program Funs are sum-
marized in Table 6. The horsepower based on bending and
surface strength is tabulated, Several things can be noted ..
First in the pitch range chosen all the sets have higher bend-
ing strength than surface strength. Second, the surface
strength goes up as the teeth get smaller, and third, the bend-
ing strength goes down as the teeth get smaller. Fig. 12
presents a graphical comparison of the computations for the
20"PA group. In essence the surface strength is fairly level
across the entire pitch range while the bending strength
decreases with the finer pitches ..

Reliability
To reduce the chance of failure in the gear set, the Kr &

Gr factor as suggested by AGMA can be considered, The fac-
tor for high reliability, less than 1 in 1000 failures, is 1.25,
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ABSTRACT
In ParI 1 several scuffing" criteria were shown ultimately to con-

verge into one criterion. the original flash temperature criterion ac-
cording to Blok,

In rarl 2 it will ~ shown that all geometric influences may be
concentrated in one factor dependent on only four independent
parameters, of which the gear ratio u, the number of teeth of the
pinion :lj. and the addendum modification coefficient of the pinion
"(1 are significant; whereas. the addendum modification coefficient
of the wheel Xl is of minor importance. Again, Blok's flash
temperature criterion is confirmed. The low number of significant
geometric parameters allows an examination of the influence 01 dif-
ferent shapes and values of the load sharing factor.

'Scuffing and scoring are synonyms for the same phenomenon. Since
scoring may aJso have another meaning; the ISO Technical Com-
mittee 60 decided to apply the word scuffing in the ISO standards.

Fig. 1- Traditional load sharing lac-
tor fClr a )!;car pair with unmodified
tooth profile-s.

Fig. 2 - T raditional IO.J.d~haring fac-
tor for a gear pair with modified
tooth profile. designed lor high load
c,lpacity if the pinion is driver.

Determination of the Maximum Contact Temperature
For routine calculations and for the optimization of

parameters the maximum contact temperature has to be deter-
mined by an iteration process or by a direct approximative
expression.

The Equations (I) and (2), shown in Part 1. are rewritten
for the maximum value

where

(I)

(2)

(3)

For representative steels the thermal contact coefficient is
XI\! = SO K.N-'·'.s"'.m ".mm (4)

The geometry factor is
XB 0.51 (u+1)~'ab5 (....fl+T - ....JI-rTuj ts)

(1+n"(u - rr-
where

r tan t:¥) - 1
tmr el,

(6)

The load sharing factor Xr is one of the trapezoid functions
represe nted in Figs. I to 4.

rig. 3- Tradirlonal Ioad sharing fac-
tor for a ge.lf pair with modified
tooth profile, designed tor high load
capacity if pinion h. lollower.

fig, 4 - T raditional load ,harill~ fac-
tor for a g{'~r pair with modified lOI,th
profile designed lor smooth rneshing.
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The bulk temperature may be roughly approximated (1) by

eM"" ,eoil + 0.47 eflmaJ< for sump lubrication (7)

eM = 1.2 eoil + 0.56 eflmax for jet lubrication (8)

The safety factor may be defined (]) by
5B = 95 - eoi!

eBm"" - eoil

(9)

The iteration process for the maximum flash temperature
depends solely on geometric influence factors which are con-
eentrated in one single form factor. See Equation (3). That
form factor depends on four parameters, u, Zl, Xv X2, of the
seven independent parameters mentioned in Table 2. ":0 ex-
amine the dependency on the four independent parameters,
full calculations were made for 968 combinations. See Table 1.

Table 1Parameters selected to cover the geometric field
of application.

U Zl

1 40506380100125160 •
1,6 3240 50 63 80 100 125
2,5 25 32 40 50 63 80 100
4 20253240 50 63 80
6,3 16202532 40 50 63

)(2

0,00 0,100,20 (zl>16) -0,20
--------------- 0,00
0,300,40 0,50 0,60 0,20
--------------------.---........ 0,40

(Symbols, terms and units chosen in accordance with the in-
ternational standard)

a center distance (mrn)
A point of path of contact at tip of wheel
b facewidth (mm)
B lower point of transverse single contact
C pitch point

C2 weight factor (value 1,5)
D upper point of transverse single contact
E point of path of contact at tip ot pinion
Ft tangential force at reference circle (N)

GAM parameter on the line of action
GAMA parameter on the line of action at point A

GAMAB parameter on the line of action between A
andB

GAMB parameter on the line of action at point B
GAMD parameter on the line of action at point D
GAME parameter on the line of action at point E

GAMED parameter on the line of action between E
and D

5B safety factor, Equation (10)



TAAI tangents of transverse tip pressure angle of
pinion

TAA2 tangents of transverse tip pressure angle of
wheel

TAT tangents of transverse working pressure angle
trapez number corresponding with figure number of

v pitch line velocity (m/s)
WBt specific tooth loadO!

Xl addendum modification coefficient of pinion
X2 addendum modification coefficient of wheel
XB geometry factor, Equation (6)

XBE geometry factor at point E
Xu tip relief factor (l]

XGAM load sharing factor
XM thermal contact coefficient, Equation (4)

(K.N-'· .s" .m-'1· .mm)
XQ approach factor (1)

Xtop form factor, Equation (3), Cll (K.N-'·' .5'1,

.m-v, .rnrn)
Xt contact ratio factor, m
Xr load sharing factor, Figs. 1 to 4

Zl number of teeth of pinion
at transverse working pressure angle
ay pressure angle of arbitrary point

(3 helix angle
r linear parameter on line of action, Equation (6)

Hs contact temperature, Equation (1) (ec), Part 1
HSma>( maximum contact temperature, Equation (1).

Part 2 (DC)
Sf! flash temperature, Equation (2) (DC), Part 1

Hnainl approximated mean value of the flash
temperature, Equation (4) (Oe)' Part 1

Sflmax maximum flash temperature, Equation (2),
Part 2 (DC)

Hint integral temperature, Equation (3) (DC), Part 1
8M bulk temperature, Equation (8), (9) (0C)
80il oil temperature (OC)
85 scoring temperature'" (0C)

ILmC mean coefficient of friction at pitch point()1
J.l.my mean local coefficient of friction'"

11" product of factors in comparison, Equation (7),
Part 1

NOMENCLATIURE

[



The essential part of the program, consisting of four pro-
cedures written in. PASCAL, is presented in Table 2. The form
factor ~op is the largest of four possible extreme values
situated in point B" point D, located between A and B (mark-
ed by the parameter CAMAB)' and located between D and
E (marked by the parameter GAMED). (See Fig.. 5)

{

FMAX (CAMA, CAMB, CAM_AB)
FLASHFACTOR (CAMS, trapez)

Xtop -largest of . FLASHF~CTOR (GA1vfD..· ,trape,z) . '(10)
FMA.X (GAME" GAMD, GAMED)

The examination of the form factor produced two' different
conclusions; one about the confirmation of the flash
temperature concept and the other about the influence of the
load sharing factor.

F' r<LIi,X(~ , re ' GA MA B)

FLASliFACTOR(lO' lr:ltx';;,1

Fl\1\ X{~ . 'D . C.I\ IImlx.;

A J ,~C
GA~8

b 1 E
GAMED

Fig. 5 - The form factor 'is the largest of four po ibl extreme values of ehe
product XMXsXr.

Tab!e 2 Proeedares for the determination of 'the maxim.um. value ,of the product of
thermal contact factor, geometric factor a..nd load sharing factor.

procedure GAMMAPARAMETERS;
begin TAAl: -sqrt (sqr«l +2*(1+Xl) 1Zl) 10.93969262)-1);

TAA2: -sqrt(sqr(l +2*(1 + X2)IZ2) 10.93969262) -1);
GAMA:--Z2*(TAA2/TAW-1)/Z1; GAME:-TAA1/TAW-1;
GAMO: -GAMA + 6.2831851Zl ITAW; GAMB: -GAME-6.283185/ Zl/TAW

function FLASHFACTOR(GAM:rea1; trapez: integer): real,
var Q1,Q2:real;
begin U:-Z2/Z1; Q1:-1+GAM; Q2:-1-GAM/U; XGAM:-1;

XB: -0.51 *sqrt«U +1)/sqrt(Q1 *Q2*U))*abs(sqrt(Ql) -sqrt (Q2});
case trapez of

l:begin Q1: -113; Q2: -113 end;
2:begin if GAM<O then Q1: -0 else Q1: -117; Q2: -617 end;
3:begin if GAM>O the Ql:-O else Ql:-II7; Q2:-617 end;
4:begin Ql: -0; Q2: -1 end end;

if GAM<GAMB then XGAM:-Ql+Q2*(GAM-GAMA)/(GAMB- GAMA);
if GAM>GAMD then XGAM: -Q1 +Q2*(GAME-GAM)/(GAMEI -GAMO);
FLASHFACTOR: -SO*XB*XGAM

end;

function FMAX(GA, GB:rea!; var G:real):real;
var A,B,C,O,FA,FB,FC,FD:real;
begin A:-GA; if GA<GB then B: -GB-O.Ol else B: -GB+O.01; C: -A;

FA:-F(A); FB:-F(B); FC:-FA;
if FA>FB then begin C: - B; FC: - FB; B: - A; FB: - FA end;
repeat A:-C; C:-B+0.3Sr(A-B); G:-B;

FA:-FC; FC:-F(C); FMAX:-FB
until (abs(B-A)<O.Ol) or (FB<FC); if FB<FC then
repeat D:-C+O.382*(A-C); FD: -F(O);

if FC>FD then begin A:-B; FA:-FB; B: -0; FB: -FD end
else begin B:-C; FB:-FC; C:-O; FC:-FD end;

G:-C; FMAX:-FC
until abs(B-A)<-O.Ol

end;

end;

function F(GAM:real):real;
begin F: - FLASHFACTOR(GAM,trapez)
end;

22 Gear Technology
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o a. -

Figs. ,6, 7 +Compartson of the [orm factor for the flash temperature with a similar one :Ior the integral temperature (heavy dots).

Confirmation of the Rash Temperature Forumla
The curves of the form factor, Equation (3), for the deter-

mination of the maximum flash temperature coincide very
well with similar curves fora quick approximation of the in-
tegJ'a1 temperature, proposed by Hirt, [2) See Figs. 6 and .7..
This confirms again that the integral temperature constitutes
an approximation of the maximum contact temperature, in
spite of all attempts to create a criterion with a different
physical interpretation.

Theemplrical values characteristic of the integral temper-
ature formula we:re determined by numerous tests. Hence,
the integral temperature formula maybe understood as a con-
cise representation of gear tests, confirming the flash
temperature criterion and, in addition, replacing the original
tests of Blok, which were lost in May, 1940.

It is gratifying that the applicability of the flash temperature
criterion for gears is 'confirmed in an unintentional way,
leading to one criterion based upon the flash temperature (on-
cept, enriched with several practical. influence factors gained
in numerous gear tests and by field 'experience .. See Fig. 8.

Field of Applicafion
Without exception, the results of tests expressed in integral

temperature can be applied to the flash temperature criterion.
Similarly, if the flash temperature crieerion is not applicable
to a certain case, 'then the integral temperature criterion is
not valid either,

The field of application of the flash temperature criterion
covers straight and mild-extreme-pressure mineral. oils, and,
to aeertain extent, extreme-pressure oils and perhaps syn-
thetic oils. The theoretical basis of the flashtemperature con-
cept provides a boundary for its field of application, which
prevents a dangerous situation similar to predicting pitting
with a. bending strength formula. Most likely, there are dif-
ferent physical causes for ,scuffing or related phenomena, and
in the future additional criteria may be needed.

Diagr.a:ms oftl1.e form Fador
Among, the four parameters determining the shape and

value of the form factor, the addendum modification coeffi-
dent of the wheel X2 has been shown to be of less impor-
tance than the tnr,ee other parameters. u, zl,and Xl' The
curves shift to approximately the same curve if the ordinate
Xl is replaced by xl+(l,4/u)X2' See F~gs.6 and 7. Hence, the
diagrams in Figs. 9 to 13, being exact for X2 - 0, may be
applied for any X2' Moreover, the diagrams in Figs. 9 to 14
include an indication of the location of the maximum con-
tact temperature on the path of contact.

The drastic reduction of several complicated geometric in-
fluence factors to only three parameters presentsa conven-
ient view on the consequences of the selection of geometric
quantities. It may be helpful for 'the designer to achieve
optimization.(3)

Fig. 8- Developmenrof the gear scuffing criterion.

(continued on page 26)
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Fig. 9

Fig. 10

I

Fig. 11

Fig. 12

fig. 13

8''M

A B C D

Maximum contact temperatuf'e. For low values of )(T' the greatest
maximum is between A an a,and XtrJpdecreases with )(!' FOrlarger
values of XI, .the greatest maximum is between 0 and E. and Xrop
increases with )(!' The'greatest ma~ximumis at point 0 for largest
values of Xl'

Fig. 14

.... 9-13-Form factor Xm, for the maximum flash temperature, valid for the load sharing factOR for smooth meshing.

~



Fig. 15

Another more or less unexpected result is shown in Flp.
15 to 17. The traditional load sharing factors. with di&tinc:t
differences in shape and value. produce approximately the
same form factors. See Figs. 1 to 4.

Conclusions
1. The scuffing (scoring) criterion is the flash temperature

criterion according to Blok. It is based on the maximum c0n-

tact temperature, being the sum of the bulk temperature and
the maximum flash temperature. Enriched with IOIDe in-
fluence factors. it is praented in an internattonalltandald.

2. Several attempts to find a different aiteriot\ ultimately
confirmed the applicability of the flash temperatun abelSon
for engineering practice. The integral temperature. also pre--
sented in the same international standard. proved to be an
approximation of the contact temperature.

3. For engineering practice the postulate of the IDIXImum
contact temperature (flash temperature criterion) was c0n-

firmed by numerous tests on gears, the results of which were
expressed as a single value called integral temperature. AD
test results expressed in intesral temperature data are fuI1y
applicable to the flash temperature criterion.

4. AU geometrical influences can be concentrated in one
form factor of the flash temperature formula. Diagrams of
the form factor include an indication of the location of the
maximum contact temperature on the path of contact. Such
diagrams can be helpful for optimization of the de&Ian.

5. Different variants of traditional load sharina facton
show nearly the same influence on the value of the flash
temperature.

6. The theoretical basis of the flash temperature concept
provides a basis for its field of application, preventina a
misuse. To cover different physical causes for scuffing or
related phenomena, additional criteria may be needed.
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Hard Cutting

Alfr1!d. lGem
Horsburgh & Scott,

Oeveland, Ohlo

....--'

4---

Fig. 1

28 Gear Technology

A Competitive Process

The higher load carrying capacities, compact dimensions
and longer life of hardened gears is an accepted fact in in-
dustry today. However, the costs involved in case harden-
ing and subsequent finishing operations to achieve thesead-
vantages are considerable. For example, in order to achieve
desired running properties on larger gears, it has been
necessary to grind the tooth flanks. This costly operation can
now be replaced, in many cases, by a new Hard Cutting (HC)
process which permits the cutting of hardened gears while
maintaining extremely low tooling costs.

At the heart of this new process are new types of tools with
especially hard inserts that enable case-hardened gears to be
finished on the same heavy-duty gear cutting machines used
for cutting the gears in the soft. The rotating table and
generating slide of the machine perform a stepwise generating
movement for cutting the teeth into the periphery of the
hardened blank. fig. 1shows the principle of the He proc-
ess. The number of working cycles depends on the number
of cutter teeth. Each cycle consists of a generating, reversing
and indexing movement.

Our experience indicates that AGMA 10 quality, coupled
with a surface finish comparable to grinding, 'can be obtained
with the He process, replacing grinding for a wide variety
of gears, including spur, single helical.or narrow gap double
helical design. When greater accuracy is required for turbine
or marine propulsion drives, it can be obtained with a subse-
quent grinding operation. This grinding, however, is very



minimal since any distortion due to hardening has already
been eliminated by the preceding HCprooess.

The tooling system is based on the single point tool. Such
a tool is not restricted to at particular pitch and is, therefore,
quite suitable for machining single gears. The cutting tool uses
an arrangement of hard inserts on the body of the tool. In-
serts consist of a 3 to 4 mm cemented carbide substrate to
which a 1 rnm layer of polycrystalline cubic boron nitride
(CBN) is diffusion bonded. The main surface of the CBN layer
forms the flank of the cutting edge, while the tool face is
fanned by the 1 mm thick edge of the CBN layer and the
cemented carbide substrate. We see three major advantages
result:
1. Hardened materials with a surface hardness up to HRC

65 can be accurately and cost-effectively cut because of
'the high mechanicaland thermal shock resistance of the
CBN tool material.

.2., The advantageous ,arrangement of the insert means thai!
regrinding is carried out on the narrow edge of the CBN
layer, using diamond wheels to produce a perfectly sharp
edge.

3. The design enables the tool to be regreund on its face
without ,afFecting the profile, so that the tool can be utilized
to its maximum without: any sacrifice in accuracy.

Due to the tangential forces acting on th gear teeth dur-
ing this process, high rigidity of the tool holder and machine
paris is important. Because of this requirement, the machsie

used in the ~ollowing tests uses hydrostatic bearing systems
for the dapper box and ram guides, as well as hydraulic
damping on the rotating table and the generating slide dur-
ing cutting ..

We recently conducted hard cutting 'trials on several! large,
but completely different gears and pinions. The specifications
and tolerances tor on of these test pieces are as foUo,ws:

Normal. diametral pitch
Number of teeth
Helix angle
Face width
Pressure angle

Tolerance Type

Profile.
lead:
Pitch:
Accumulated pitch error:

1 DP
23
20 O· O·
9.0
20

AGMA DIN
Level Level

4.000 14.5 2.6 (Ff)
3.000 17.0 1.6 (Fb)
2.600 13..1 3.3 (fp)
8.300 13.3 3.1 (Fp)

Note: Tolerances are specified in ten-thousandths of an
inch. Surface finishes were in the 12 to 20 u range.

The test gear was cut by th single flank method. Ceneral
setting data for all passes were

Ram stroke
Cutting speed
'Generating path
Cutter rake angle

13.4" 30 strokes/min.
134 fUmin.

2~213 pit,ches
-6°

Radial Infeed .039"
Flank Layer Thickness .0133·

Total Strokes/Flank 104
(On Feed Setting) (13)

I

Time per Flank 3.47'
[Indexing (Slow setting) .60'

I

Total Time per AanJ< 4,07'

Time per pass 81.4'

LH. flank R.H. A~nJ<
Rough Finish Rough Pinish

.'CXJS," .034- .008-
.0027" .0116·- .00.27-

88 104 88
(ll) (13) (11)

2.93' 3.47' 2.93'
.60' .60' .60'

3.53' 4.07' 3.53'

70.6' 81.4' 70.6'

Total Time per Gear 304 minutes

Hardness of Test Gear 58 110 60 Rc
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HEAT TREATED GEAR PRIOR TO HARD CU1TING PROCESS
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fIN1SH£D GEAR
AFTER He PROCESS

Whatever your applicalJOn. Parker,-cellvers master gears and
sPI,lne' 'gag.es 01 "Quick Quality." From order 10 delivery. Ih
fln!shed producl!s yours In a qUick 8 '1010 woo s, And product
quahty IS su perll-precis,ion ground to your specifications. wllh
guaranteed aceuracy to '.q()(n. 'For "Quick Quality," check Into
Parker products. Call or wrrte for ourlree brochure.

~,~~ 1!!I1!l. '-=;: .11::1LtCR~.~'>!r-1"""V"""11~__ I'
IINDUSTRIES INC.

1615 9th Avenue, IBohemla NY nne
Tel: 516-981-7600 ,. Fax: 501'6-981-7603· TWX: 510-228-8840'

CIRCLE A,-10 ON ,R.tA.CE.R' IR.EPLVCARD

The type of chip produced by the HC process is shown
in Fig. 2. The ,tightly curled chips on the left are finishing
chips and on the right are roughing chips. As our tesl samples
show" .012 "'.01S· stock removal per Rank per (un,jng pass
is not unusual, The root fillet and diameter is not machined
in this process; therefore, protuberance cutters, should be us-
ed in 'the roughing or pile-heat treatment process.

Results and CondusioRS
Our experience during these tests and in subsequent runs

has shown tha.l finishing times using the HC process are a
much as nine times faster than traditional gear grinding
methods. In many cases, .it eliminates the need for a separate
grinding step. It is important that the benefits of this process
be recognized by gear designers as well as end-user applica-
tions engineers. The result will be new gear designs of com-
pact dimension.

Al.1IHOR:

MR. AlBERT KLEIN has nearly forty years of experience ill' the
gear manufacturing irrdustry. He received' Iris early training witl! Her"
mann Plauter Gear Hobbing in Ludwigsburg, West Germany. workin.g
with them until 1960. He lias been with Horsburgh & Scott, producer
of both custom gear ~esiglls ,and standard speed reducers. for 21 yrars.
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FORMASTER
GIRIINID'INIGI WHE,EL PROFIL.IER

EASY T'O INSTALl - Because, of its small size andi wej'g,ht, the FORMASTER, does, not re-
quire major machine modlflcatlons and can be install led on nearly any glfin,d,er.lnstauatlon can
usually be' accompllshed in less than a day. -
EASY TO OPERATE - Two axiseeslqn simplifies programming and operation. You can
choose between four popular controls that feature menu and G-Code proglrammingl,. graphic
simulaUon, automatic corner rounding, automatic diamond thickness compensation, and
more.

ACCURA.TE - To wiithin ± .0001" of programmed dimension, w:ith repeat accuracy to within
.00006/. EX.tra precision roller bearing ways, pre-loaded roller screws and opticall linear
encoders, as well as superiior design and construction, ,giivethe FORMAS,TIERtheabutty to holld
inspection gage accuracy ..
P'R.ODUCTIVE. - No templates or special diamond rolls are needed, so lead times and tool-
ing tnventorles are reduced. Most forms can Ibeprogrammed and dressed ln, ready to grind! iiln
30 to 45 minutes ..R'efresh'ingl the form between griind!iingpasses ls accomplished iln se-conds.
VERSA.TILE - Can be used with sin'gle poi:nt dlamonds or wltncptlonal rotary diamond
wheell,attachment N,early any form can be dressed quickly, easily and accurately,
D'URAIBt'E - Hard seals are closely fiiUed and are air purged to totally exclude contamina-
tion. Seal,ed servo motors, automatic lubrlcatlon and totatlvenclosed encoders minimize down
time and ensure long service lite ..

MAIDE IN U.S.A ..

Patent No. 4,559,919

P.O..80x 69
Arden, NC 287104
(704) 684·11002:

IMPR,OVE·S A'CCURACY

REID'UCES WHEEL
DRESSING TIM'E

P .0,. 80.x 2017
N!orthville" MI 48167

(313) 349 ..2644

CIRCLE A-19 ,ON READER REPt:Y CAiRO



IRULES AIND FORMULA. ,F,orWorm Gearing'
(Based on L'8Wis Formulla)

TO FIND RULE FORMULA TO FIND RULE FORMULA
Divide the lead by the L Multiply the Pitch Di-

Linear pitch number of threads. P -- arnet er of the W'orm
(see "thread" below) N

Helix Anile by 3.1416 and divide 3.1416d
I

of worm the product by the ctrtB. ----Addendum of Multiply the linear lead: the Quotient is
Lworm tooth pItch by 0.3183. S - O..3183P the cotangent of the

Helll!: Anile, of the
Subtract twice the ad- Worm.

Pitch diameter dendurn from the d z 0-29 Width of thread Multiply the Linearof worm outside diameter. tool s·t end Pitch by 0.31. T - a.llP

Multiply the number of Subtract four times the
Addendum of theteeth in thewheel by Worm thread fromPitch Diameter the LInear Pitch of NP the outside Diameterof Worm· the Worm. Bnd di- D =-- of ~he wheel. square

I
Whcl!l vide ·the product by 3.1416 Minimum length the remainder. and I

3.1416. of worm for subtract the result :11:- \ 'O'L-(0-4SP
Add together the Pitch complete ac- from the square of

I tion the outside DiameterDiameter of the of ·the wheel. TheI Center DIn nee Worm and the Pitch D ...-d square roct of the re-between worm DIameter of the C --- lult is the mmimumand Ileal" Worm-Wheel. and '2 1enlth or Worm ad-dwide the sum by 2. visable.

Whole depth of MultIply the Lmear Outside .D. m· Add tOiethe:r the Pitch
worm. tooth Pitch by 0.68611. W - O.6866P et er of worm Diameter and twice 0 -d + 25

the Addendum.
Subtract twie·c the Subtract the Pitch D,-

Bottom D,am- whole clepth of tooth Piteh Diameter arneter of the 'Worm-
eter of worm from the outside DI' b = n-2W of worm wheel. from twice the d - 2C-O

.ameter, center distance .

P Circular Pitehcf Whee:! and Linear Pitch of
W.orm;

L Lead of Worm;
n = Number of Threads in Worm;
S, Addendum. or Height of Worm Tooth Above

Pitch Line:
d = Pitch Diameter of Worm:
0' = Pitch Diameter of W.orm-Wheel;
o = Outside Diareeter ,of Worm;
.a "" Outside Diameter of Worm-Wheel ;
b = Bottom or Root Diameter of Worm ;

N = Number of Teeth in Worm Wheel:
W = Whole Depth of Worm Tooth:
T = Width of Thread Tool at End;
B = Helix Angl.e of Worm and Gashing Angle of Wheel;
C = Distance Between Centers.;
x = Threaded Length of Worm;.
"Thread" = It. is Understood that by the Number of

Threads is Meant. Not Number of Threads per
Inch, But the Number of Threads in the Whole
Worm - One if It is Singl.e Threaded. Four. if It
is Quadruple Threaded. etc.

CONSIIIDERATIONS REGARD'IING! STRIENGTHI
OF 'WORM 'GEAFUIN'G,

The chief purpose of warm gearing is 1:0' reduce v,elocity.
Hence. when designing worm drives it is essential that
the diameter of the worm be kept aa small as possible.
Obviously i.f the diameter of worm is too large the worm
gear may overheat: and start undue wear.

"lndus.trial" Worm Gearsare finished off so there are
no· sharp edges or corners on the teeth, This helps. to
eliminate friction and consequent heating. It also, keeps
from weakening the strength of the teeth.

Refer to table on paige 198 for determining the strength
of teeth, Table at right can be used for safe working unit
streeses. The values are for single. double. triple and
,quadruple threads. In all cases the s:tr,ength of the worm
wheel is considered rather than the Istrength of the worm.
It is safe practice to figure a worm gear as a spur gear
insofar as strength of teeth is concerned.

TABLIE OF' WORKIING S,TIAE5SES
f,OI' til. Strength .0' Worm 'Gears

Us'ed' w,lt:h "Ilewis"·" Ir,ormy.I'.

Safe Working Unit Stre ..
~ s. j·n IPo.·J,nd:1 per Sql. In.

Phalphor
8l'Ono'

Velocity
In reetStrength

11'11 In. - V rae-tors - V

8000
6800
6000
5350
4500
~

5300
4550
4ooo!
3550
3000
2650

o
100
200
300
4SO
600

1.000
.867
.750
.666
.!iT1
.500
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RUILES .AIND' F'O,RMIULA'S· ,for the Sh-,ength 0·' Beve' Geo't'S
(Based' on' the I.ewis 'ormula)

USE RULES AND FORMULAS (.1) TO (4) IN ORDER GIYI!.NIr--,-------------.------------------------.-----------~. No. TO. FIND RULB Fo.RMULA

1
Velocity in feet Multiply the product of the Pitch

per minute at Diameter in inches; and the num-
the Pitch Di· ber of Revolutions, pet minute by V .. 0.262 DR
ameter. 0.262.

Multiply the allowable static stress
2 IAllowable Un it by 61)0 and divide the result by 61)1)

stress at given the V·elocity in, feet per minutf'S .. Ss X -----I
Velocity. plus 600. 600 + V,

Multiply together the allowable
stress for the given velocity. the
width of face. the 'tooth outline
factor and the difference between SPY (C-F)
the Pitch Cone Radiu·s and the· W .. -----
width of face: divide the result
by the product of the Diametral
Pitch and the Pitch Cone Radius.

,

Maltimum safe
, 3 I Tangential load

at Pitch Diarn-
eter. PC

Multiply the safe load at the pitch]
4 Maximum sa Fe line by the velocity in feet per WV
._. Horsepower, minute. and divide the resulr by H.P ... -

33.000. 33.000

D = Pitch Diameter of Gear in Inchea;
R = Revolutions per Minute;
V "" Velocity in Feet per Minut,c: at Pitch

Diameter;
S5 = Allowable Static Unit Stress for Ma·

t,erial; (or the allowable stress at zero
velocity);

S = Allowable Unit Stress for Materia] at
Given Velocity;

F = Width of Face;
NI = NumherofTeetbin Equivalent Gear;

(see diagram in table below)';
Y = Outline Factor; (see table below);
P = Diametral Pitch '(if circular pitch is

given. divide 3.14U by circular pitch
to obtain diarnetral pitch): -

C = Pitch Cone Radius;
W = Maximum Safe Tangential Load in

Pounds at Pitch Diameter;
H.P. = Maximum Safe Horsepower.

Outline Factor .. y Outline ractor - Y

FadDrs 'O!, Calculating Strength OF BIEVEL. GIE'AIRS

Ta'ble of Outline ractors (Y) for 14%' and 20' InYQlut~

11.tVZ·
InYol,urte-(Std.)

20·
l,nYolute

0.245
0.261
0.276
0.289'
0.295
0.30,2'
0'.308
0.314
0'.320
0.327
'0.333
0.3-39

112
13
14
15
16
117
18
19
20
21
23
25

0.210
0.220
0.226
'0.236
0.242
0.251
0.261
0.273
'0.283
'0.269
0.295
0.305

Number of Te~th
NI =-------

COS.a

.27
30
34
38
43
50
60
75

100
150
300

Rack.

,,112"
Il'I,yolute (Std.)

0.31'
0.320
0.327
'0.336
0.3.t6
0.352
0.358
0.364
0'.311'
0'.377
0.383
0.3901

20"
Inyolute.

0.3'9
0.358
'0.371
0.383
(l'.396
(UOS
0'.421
0.434
0'.446
0'.'59
0.'71
0.484

END TIHRIUST ON IBEVE.L .ANID MITAEGEARS

The Method of Calculation of End Thrusts is as Follows:

A = Pressure Angle of Gear Teeth.

K = Tooth Pressure at Middle of Tooth Fa.ce.

.F ee Separ.ating Force = K x Tan. A ..

B, - Pitch Angle of' Pinion.

TThrtlston Pinion = K ]I; Tan. A x. Sin. B.

TI = Thrust. on 'Gear == K x Tan .. A :It Cos. B.

The table at right gives the factors by which the tooth pressure
is multiplied to find the thrust which give practically the same
values round. by solving the formulae for TandTl given above.
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·Geap·
Ratio

,.112° .20"

Gear P·lnlon Gear· Plin,lon

..183

..215

.232

.•240

.2'6

.2'9

.250

.251

.253

.254

.255

.183

.11-'3

.116

.096

.082.on

.067

.062

.066

.051

.0(6

.257

.303

.325

.338

.345

.350

.352

.353;

.355

.357

.358

.251

.202'

.163

.135

.115 '

.100

.094

.011

:g;~JI
.065



R:ULES AND FO,RMUILAS ,For ,,,. Strength of Gear Teeth
(Based on the Lewiis F'or,mula)

USE RULES AND FORMULAS (l) TO (<II) IN THE. ORDE.R GlVEN

r. No '. Tc Fmd Rul~ Formula

, .. Multiply the product of thel
VelocLtl' In fee't di meter in mehes and the' _

per min. at the V - 0.262 DR" _.. d number of revolutrons per
plho.. rarneeee rmnute, by 0.262

2
A II b I . Multiply the allowable static

owa e unit Itl'eSI by 600 and divide
st~es.~ at gIVen the' result by the velocity 5
ve OCI y in feet per min. plus 600

600
,~ 5a x ---

600 + \I

3
MaJ:lmum safe tan-

,Ientlal load 't
pitch diameter

Multiply together the 1I0w·
able stress, for the Ilveen SAY
velocity, the WIdth .of face. W __ ._
and the: tooth outlme fac- p
tor: divide the 'result by the
diametral pitch

---1--------1-----------1-------1
MultipIY.'the safe load t ~he WV

Maximum s a I'e pitch line by the velOCIty :Hi p ~ __
horsepower in .reet per rrunute, and ell' .. 33 000

VIde the result by 33.000 .
4

D = Pitch Diameter of Gear in Inches:
R = Revolutions per minute;
V = Velocity in Ft. per Min. at. Pit;,ch

Diametc:r;
S9 = Allowable Static Unit Stress IFor

Material;
S "" Allowa.ble Unit Stress far Material at

Given Velocity;
A = Width of Face in Inches;
y = Outline Factor (see table below);
P = Diametral Pitch (if circular pitch is given,

divide 3.1416 by circular pitch to obtain
diametral pitch):

W = Maximum Safe Tangential Load in Lbs.
at Pitch Diameter;

H.P. - Maximum Safe Horsepower.

Combining,neps 2. 3 and 4 from above chart.
-- - Ss x A x Y x V
H.P. = 55 x P x (600 + V)

FACTO'RS FOR CALCULATIIING Sfrength, of 'Gear r•• ,h

No,. of
Teeth

Outline F'actor Outline Factor Outline IFad,or I- V ~ V - V
No. of No. of

141jz 20' Teeth 141h' 20" Teeth 14ljz 20"Iruioluu iu,dl Involute "'Ivolute and Illnvolu\e I,nvolut and InvoluuCrcloidal Cycloldall ereloidill

0.210 0.245 20 0.283 0.320 43 01.3.46 11.396
0.2201 01.2611 21 0'.289 '0.321 50 0.352 0.408
0.226 0.216 23 0.295 0.333 '60 0.358 0.421
0.236, 0'.289 25 0.305 0.339 76 0.364 0.43<1
0.242 ,0.295 27 '0.314 0.349' 100 0.3111 0.446
0.251 '0.302 30: 0.320 0.358 150 '0.377 0.459
0.261 '0.308, 34 0.327 0.371 300 0.383 0.411
0.213 0.314 38 0.336 01.383 RiI.ck 0.390 O.Q.t

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

W'OFlIKIIN'G STIRIESSES Far 'he S'lIeng,h of IGear Teeth
Used lnehe Lewi,s rormul'a

Velocity
In f'.. t per

Minute-v
St""ngth
F'actol"

Cast Iron

Safe Working Unit Stress - 5, lin Pounds Perc Squ.lI!!'e linch

Stee,1

600
900

'1,,200
1,100
2,400

1.Il00'
(1'.857
(1.750
0.&66
0.511

0.500
11.4001
0.333
'0.250
'0'.200

10,000
1,,000
6,&50'
5,000
4,1000

Ordinary'
Wor:kman-

ship

IOrd'inary
W,orkm,u1.

ship

Hllllh-Grade
Workman-'

ship

9,000
'7,700
6,750
6,000
5,150'

Hlgh.Grade
Workm!!l1-

ship

High-Grade
Workman~

Ihlp'

(continued on page 4.8)

Ordinary
Workman-

Ihl,p

12',(160
10,300'
9',000
8,000
6.850

15,000
12,800
11,200
10,000
8,550

20,000
'17,1100
16,,000
1:1,300
11.400

6,'000
5',150
4,500
4,000
3,400

8:,000
6,850
6,,000'
5,350
4;650

3,'000
2,0&00
2,000
11,'500
1,200 I

4,5001

3,600'3,000
2.,250
11,,800

1,5001

6,1Il00
5,000
3,750
3,000
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BACK TO BASICS ...
Rotary Gear Honing

John P. Dugas
National Broach & Machine

Mt. Clemens, MI

Rotary gear honing is a hard gear finishing process that
was developed to improve the sound characteristics of
hardenedgears by:
1. Removing nicks and burrs.
2. Improving surface finish.
3. Making minor corrections in tooth irregularities caused

by heat-treat distortion.
The process was originally developed to remove nicks and

burrs that are often encountered in production gears because
of careless handling. Further development work with the pro-
cess has shown that minor corrections in tooth irregularities
and surface finish quality improvement can be achieved.
These latter improvements can add Significantly to the wear
life and sound qualities of both shaved and ground hardened
gears.

Gear honing does not raise tooth surface temperature, nor
does it produce heat cracks, burned spots or reduce skin hard-
ness. It does not cold work or alter the microstructure of the
gear material, nor does it generate internal stresses.

Honing can be applied to both external and internal spur
and helical gears utilizing at variety of specialized types of
honing machine tools .. Both taper and crown honingopera.-
tions can be carried 'out if desired.

How the Process Works
The process usesan abrasive-impregnated, helical gear-

shaped toot This tool is generally run in tight mesh with the
hardened work gear in 'crossed-axes relationship under I.ow,
controlled center distance pressure.

The work gear is normally driven by the honing tool at
speeds of approximately 600 surface it. per minute. During
the work cycle, the work gear is traversed back and forth
in a. path parallel to the work gear axis. The work gear is
rotated in both directions during the honing cycle, The pro-
cess is carried out with conventional. honing oil as a coelant,

The honing tool. is a throw-away type that is discarded at
the end of its useful life. The teeth are thinned as the tool
wears. This tooth thickness reduction can continue until root

AUTHOR:

MR. JOHN P. DUGAS is tile Chief Gear Tool Engineer at Na-
tional Broach & Machine Div.. Lear Siegler, I11c.. Mr. Clemens,
Michigan. His Experience encompasses 20 yeaTS of design. analysis
cmd deoelopmen: of gear finishing fools. He has attended Ohio State
University and tile University of Mass. He is an active member of
severa} AGMA commiHellS and anllually participates mthe SME Gear
Manufacturing Symposium.
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or fillet interference occurs with the work gear. Then the 0.0.
of the hone can be reduced to provide proper clearance.

Eventually, thinning of the hone teeth also results in root
intereferenee with the outside diameter of the work gear.
When this condition occurs, the hone is generally considreed
to be at the end of its useful life. In same isolated cases, it
has been found practical to re-cut the hone root diameter with
a grinding wheel to provide additional hone life.

Usually the amount of stock removed from the gear tooth
by honing ranges from 0..0005· to 0'.002· measured over pins.

The production rate at which honing operations can. be car-
ried out depends on the pitch diameter and face width of the
work. Agear 1· diameter by 1· width can be honed in ap-
proximately 15 seconds. A gear 24· in diameter by 3· face
width will require approximately 10 m.inutes honing time. Of
course, honing of salvage gears requires longer cycles.

External Gear HonJng Machines
A typical 24· external! gear honing machine has the motor-

driven honing tool mounted at the rear of the work spindle.
The work spindle is mounted on a tilting table that can be
positioned to provide four selective modes of operation.

The first mode is ealled loose backlash. where the hone
and work gear are positioned in loose backlash operation on
a fixed center distance. This method is sometimes utilized Ito

slightly improve surface finishcnly, primarily on fine pitch
gears with minimum stock removal,

The second mode of operation is called zero backlash. Here
the work gear is positioned in tight mesh with the honing
tool. The table is locked in fixed center distance location with
a pte-selected hone pressur~ ..This method is sometimes used
to provide maximum gear tnoth runout correction with
minimum stock removal,

The third and most generally applied mode of operation
is called constant pressure. The work gear is held in mesh
with the honing tool at a constant pressure, This method
removes nicks, and burrs and provides maximum surface
.finish improvement in a minimum time.

The fourth mode of operation is called differential pressure.
A pre-selected low pressure is present between the hone and
'the low point of an eccentric gear, and a pre-selected increased
amount of pressure is present between the hone and the high
point of eccentricity. This method has an of the desirable
features of the constant pressure method plus the ability to
slightly correct eccentricity, The amount of eccentricity in the
gears with differentia~ pressure honing may cause the hone
to wear faster than the constant pressure method.
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Rotary Gear Honing Tools
Honing 'tools are a mixture of plastic resins and abrasive

grains such as silicon carbide, that is formed in a precision
mold, They are made in a wide variety of mix numbers with
grits ranging from 60 to, SOO,to suit special production and
part requirements.

Honing tools are divided into three different types for three
differ,ent applications.

1. The standard 'type honing tool is made in a variety of
resin and abrasive mixes for gears ,that have been shaved and
heat treated, H removes nicks and burrs, improves tooth spac-
ing and runout and can provide surface finishes down in the
8 to 14 14 range.

2. The" AA" ground honing tool, similar 'to the standard
type toot has precision tooth forms ..An eritical dimensions
on this tool are held within .000.2·. It is used on ground
hardened gears to improve spacing and runoutand provide
surface finishes in the 8 to 10 p. range.

3. The polishing type honing tool is a Hexible, porous
polyurethane tool that will bring the surface finish down to
the 4 to 614 range for total contact on ground or shaved gear
teeth that have been previously honed. Polishing action is
achieved by using an abrasive liquid compound dm:ing the
finishing process,

Honing tools are made in diameters ranging from 3%' (for
internal gears)' to 14" with face width from 112' to 2'. Most
gear hones are made with approximatel'y 9" diameter.

Selection of the proper honing tool depends on the tooth
finishing method, the gear material, the honing application
requirementsand machine capacities .

Honing Shand Gears
Traditionally, tooth surface finishes in the range of 25 to

40p. have been provided by the rotary gear shaving opera-
tion. The honing process, because i't is not basically a heavy
stock removal or tooth correction process, CQnnot substitute
for gear shaving, which is performed on the soft gear. In fact,
the tendency ofa hone to charge a gear under 40 Rockwell
C hardness with abrasive particles makes honing of soft. gears
a questionable application.

However, because a gear hasto be heat treated, a process
that usually roughens the tooth surface to a degree, the hon-
ing process tends to restore the hardened tooth surface finish
to its original shaved condition and actually improves it. In
all cases, the honed surface finish is better than the surface
finish before honing. (Fig. I).

To hone production gears, economy dictates that one grit
(continued on p.age 48)

AIFTER, HONI'NG

Fig. 2,-Proficorder checks of ground gear teeth before and after honing.
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BACK TO BASICS ...
Gear Roll-Finishing

John P: Dugas
National! Broach. & Machine,

Mt. Clemens, MI

In this discussion of gear roll-finishing
particular attention is called to the special
tooth nomenclature resulting from the in-
teraction between the rolling die teeth
and the gear teeth .. To eliminate confu-
sion the side of a gear tooth that is in
contact with the "approach" side of a roll-
ing die tooth is also considered to be the
approach side. The same holds true for
the "trail" side. Thus, the side of the gear
tooth that is in contact with the trail side
of a rolling die is also considered to be
the trail side.

Gear roll-finishing (fig. 1) is much dif-
ferent from gear shaving in that a flow
of material rather than a. removal of
materia] is Involved. A study of gear
tooth action is required to analyze the
material flow in the rolling process. In
Fig. Z as a gear rolling die tooth engages
the approach side of a workpiece tooth,
sliding action occurs along the line of
action in the arc of approach, i.na direc-
tion from the top of the gear tooth
toward the pitch point where instan-
taneous rolling action is achieved. As
soon as the contact leaves the pitch
point, sliding action occurs again, but in
the opposite direction toward the pitch
point in the arc of recession.

What is more interesting, however, is
that the contact between the die and

work gear teeth
on the trail side
produces exactly
the opposite direc-
tion of sliding to
that on the approach
side. (See Fig. 3.) The
result of these changing
directions of sliding is
that material is
being compressed
toward the pitch
point on the ap-
proach side and
extended away
from the pitch
point on the
trail side. (See
Fig.4!J

t
tThis action causes a

greater quantity of mate-
rial to be displaced on the trail side than
on the approach side by a ratio of about
three to one. On the approach side ,the
tendency is to trap the material rather
'than permit it to flow toward the top and
root of the teeth as on the trail side.
Thus, unlike the situation in a metal
removal process like gear shaving, the
quantity of material flow during the roll-
ing process, as well as the hardness of
that material, have a significant effect on

GEAR
TOOTH

Fig. 3 (right) - Contact ac-
tion between the tooth of a
workpiece and the trail side
of a rolling die tooth.

01 RECTION OF
SLIDING ACTION
ON GEAR TOOTH

DIE
TOOTH

Fig. 2 (left) - Contact action
between one tooth of a
workpiece and the ap-
proach side of a rolling die
tooth.

Fig. 1 ('center) -Operating princi-
ple of double-die gear roll·finishing.

the accuracy of the produced form.
In successful roll-finishing, an under-
cut near the root section, such as is

found conventional preshaved tooth
forms, is desirable. Since most

production gears are also pro-
, vided with a tip chamfer, the
, 11 material will tend to be pulled

up into the chamfer on the trail
side and down away from the

chamfer o.n the approach side ..
As a result, some adjustments in

hobbed tooth tip chamfer depths and
angles are required to balance out the op-
posed metal flow conditions on each tip

side. These chamfer depths and angles
have to be held to close tolerances.

If too much stock is left for gear
roil-finishing, or if the gear

material is too hard (aboveap-
proximately 20Re), several con-

ditions may result. The sliding
action on the approach side of the

tooth may cause a "seaming" of
material that builds up in the area of

the pitch point. On the trail side, the
flow of excess material may result in a
burr an the tip of the gear tooth and at
"slivering" of material into. the root area.
Fig, 5 shows the condition of a roll-
finished gear tooth when too much stock
is flowed or high hardness conditions are
encountered,

In Fig. 6 photomicrographs show the
conditions encountered when stock
removal is excessive and material. hard-
ness is too high. A seam is evident in the
approach side of the tooth at the left in

LINE OF
ACTION

DIRECTION
OF SLIDING
ACTION ON

GEAR TOOTH
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the area of the operating pitch diamater.
The trail side photomicrograph at the
right in this figure shows slivering in the
root portion with about 0.004-ln.of
lapped-over metal, and about O..OO2-in.
deep surface cold-working of the
material.

10 contrast. photomicrographs in fig.
7 show the excellent tooth structure that
can be achieved with roll-firdshtng if
stock reduction is held to a minimum and
material is not too hard. No evidence of
cold-working or seaming is seen in the
approach side at the left. In the trail side
at the right in, this figure, no evidence of
slivering or cold-working is seen.

The amount of stock reduction with
roll-forming should be held to about one
half of that normally associated with
shaving i.f seaming and slivering are to
be avoided. The burr condition on the
tip of the trailside of the tooth can be
improved by dose control, of the angle
and location of the protective tooth
chamfer generated by the hob in the
tooth generating operation.

Gear Rolling Dies
Since roll-finishing involves material

AlITHOR:

MR. JOHN P. DUGAS is the Chief Gear
Tool Engineer at National Broach & Machine
Diu., Lear Siegler, lnc.. Mr. Clemens,
Michigall. His Experience encompas:ses 20
years of design. analysis and deuelopment of
gear finishing took He has attended Ohio
State U'lroer:sity and the University of Mas:s.
He is an active member of several AGMA
committees and annually participates in the
SME Gear Manufacturing Symposium.

fig. 4 (left) - Differing flow
directions induced by each
side of .die tooth with gear
roll-finishing.

SLIDING ACTION
WHEN TIP CHAMFER

IS CONTAINED

SLIDING ACTION /1'
WHEN TIP CHAMFER /

IS CONTAINED ~ "';;'¥'
POSSIBLE FLAP-- ./

AT TIP CHAMFER ,~

IN.VDLUTE
SLIDING
ACTlON-

INVOLUTE
SLIDING
ACTION

T'RA'I,l
SIDEAPPR.OACH

. SIDE "
POSSI!!~Ef_
SEAM AT f/~'

OPERATING f( ,I
P.D.--;)..,/

INVOLU. TE fr.~-,
SLiDING-
ACTION

GEAII TOOTH
l ~.INVOLUTE

• SLIDING

.1,.',.'. ACTION..".
• " ,\ '1

1" I'OSSl8 LE
~ SLIVERING
I IN ROOT

!
~lg. 5 (righ.t)-Tooth Flow
pattern that results when
too much stock is left for
roll-finishing, or when
material hardness IS

excessive.

Forest City Gear features the most modern ges1r cutMg facility
available to you in the world. We specialize in hobbing and
shaping ultra precision gears in low, mediumandi high vollume.
We also offer crown hobbing on the latest auto-loadlng
hobblnq machines.

The next time you need precision gea...rs,come to The Source.
Forest City Gear, 1:1715Main St, P.O. !Box BO,Roscoe, IL,61073.
(B15) 623-2168

CIRCLE A.~15 ON REA.DER REPLY CI'IRD
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flow rather 'than metal removal, it should
be expected that the tooth form on the
die would not be faithfully reproduced
on the workpiece tooth because of
minute material springback and material
flow conditions.

Even with gear shaving it has been
found necessary to modify the shaving
cutter teeth profiles somewhat to produce
a desired form on the work gear teeth.
Experience to date has shown that a dif-
ferent type of tooth form modification is
required for gear roll dies than for gear
shaving cutters. As with gear shaving
cutters, the correct amount of gear ron-
ing die tooth form modification is deter-
mined Irom an extensive development
program. Less rigid gear roll-finishing
machines usually require greater and
varying die form modifications.

Gear roll dies are made from a special
Iatique and impact resistant high speed
steel to the tolerances shown in Table 1.

Gear Rolling Machines
Several important design considera-

tions have be met in a roll-finishing
machine. These include rigidity, strength,
high speed loading, die phasing, and in-
dependent .adjustment for die axis and die
positioning.
- The force required to roll-finish a.gear
depends upon its width, diametral pitch,
tooth shape, cycle time material, and
hardness.

Double-Die Cear RoDing
The double-die machine shown in Fig.

fig. 6- Photomicrographs of a gear
tooth with high hardness. The ap-
proach side. left, has a seam in the
area of the pitch diameter. The trail
side, right. -shows where excessive
stock has caused cold-working and
a sliver near the root.

Fig. 7 - Photomicrographs of a pro-
perly roll-finlshed gear tooth. The
approach side, left, has no seaming.
The trail side. right, shows l1\O sliver-
ing or cold-working.

8 is a vertical design with the dies
mounted one above the other .. Such a
design provides maximum rigidity, re-
quires minimum Hoor space and also
gives max-accessibility for a hinged
automatic work loader as well as die
head positioning adjustments,

Table 2 and Fig. 9 illustrate the range
of gearing for which gear rolling dies
have been produced for finish-rolling
production applications.

both roll ..Hn:ishing and shaving opera-
tions or roll-finishing only are done
economically.

A single gear rolling die is mounted in
a heavy-duty gear head above the work-
piece in Fig ..10. The die is driven by an
electric motor to provide rotation of the
workpiece that meshes with it, Normally,
semi-automatic loading methods are uti-
lized on single-die roll finishing machines
whose work cycles are somewhat longer
than those of the fully automatic, double-
die machines.

The workpiece is mounted on an arbor
between head and tailstock. In. operation,
the table supporting the head and tail-

Sing~e-Die Gear Rolling
A single-die gear rolling process is

ideally adapted for low and medium
production -fLnishing operations where

Table 11-ToleraJ'lces for Gear Roll-Finishingl Dies
Fig, 8-Operating components of a double-die gear roll-Hnishing machine.

0.00015
0.00020
0.0003

.Invclute Profile {True Involute Form)-

.Active' length, tiv
Through 0.177·ln ..Working Depth
00178 Through 0.395-ln. Working Depth

'Lead-(Unitormily-liv Per Inch of Face)
ParalJelism-
(OpPOSiteSides 01Same Tooth Alike Within)
Helix Angle-
(llevialion From True'Angle-Per Inch of Face)
Toath S paeing-. .
(AdjacentTeeth at Pitch Diameter)
Circular P,ilch-(Varialion·tiv)
S pac.ing Aecumu lation- _
(Over Three Consecutive Teeth)

I Runout-(tiv at. Pilch Diameter)
Face Runoul-{tiv Bel'ow Teeth)

I Tooth Thickness
1 Hole Diameter

0.0002

0,0005

0.00015
0.0002

0.00025
0.0004
0.0002

Minus 0,0010
Plus 0.0002

MOI.'ING LOWER I
DI[HIE~

Ol\lve MOTOR

HYD-RAULIC CVLINCER

Note, Dies can be made in oeirs alike wi.thin 0.0005-in. measured
over pins, if necessary
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T,able 2-Datal on Roil-Finished Gears

PUcli lIor","1 11.. ",.1
Ih. D'I"'.'I' IDI:!1II1'!nl PnlJl!fI Ihll' ,iIlngll 1141l1li rIel Width MIlIri:!1

T"lh, (iII.) 'l'iI.:h iIl.glI (In.)

26 4.6666 6.539 1.8- 28' 23' 25' l 1.380 8620
25 3.3667 8.8709783 16' 30' 33' la' L 0.9'18 8620
\4 I.om 11 20· ,21.• L o.m 51,40H
17 1.2143 15.1535 '18,'35' 09- 22' 30' L 0.158 4024
Z! 2.1lOOO 15.1535 18' 35' O9,N ,22' 30' R 104 .co24
18 1.2542 15..5 11' 30' 22' 11' 30" R 1.935 4620
16, 0.9621 18 18- 30' 22' 30' R D.rn 5130.

Fine Grain (5·~1)
34 2.0445, 18 18' 30' 22' 30' L 0.860 SI3!l"

Fine Grain (5·8)
20 1.1580 18.5 18' 21' IR 0'.114 402111
19 1.0549 19.3 20' 21' 03' 42N R 0.705, 4027H

Fig. 9'-Gears that have been successfully
roll-finished .

stock is fed upward by a unique, air-
powered, heavy-duty radial, feed system.
The continuous upleed of the table pro-
vides the large force necessary to roll-
finish the gear teeth.

During the work cyde, the workpiece
can be rotated in one direction for one
part of the cycle, then reversed and
rotated in the other direction for the
balance of the cycle, This double-
rotation sequence tends to balance the
metal flow action on the approachand
trail sides of the work gear teeth ..

Tooth thickness size of the workpiece
is controlled by adjusting the height of
the table with a handwheel-cenerolled
elevating screw.

Acknowred~1: This article was, pmenr.ed at the
SM£ Gear Proces.sing Technoiogy Clinic. Nov., 1986.
Schaumburg, u:

Biing In new customers
for your business by advertiSing In

GEAR TECHNOLOGY,
The Journal of Gear Manufacturing.

call 13;12,1 4370066M

C CGEA HOB
WITH GENERAL NUMERIC 3MB/4B-6 AXIS CNC

NO PROBLEMS
- No gears to cbange
- No limit switches to set
- No mechanical cycles to adjust

JUST PRODUCTION
-70% savings in set-up time
- Full range of canned cycles
- Pitch accuracies to AGMA n

----
Model ZFWZ OSCNC EZ 20.0" Dia. - 2.5 D.~

WMWMAC IN AYINC.
570 Bradley Hili Road • Blauvelt, New York 10913
Phone (914' 358-3330 • O.. r Dlvl.lon. Chlc.go, IL (312)3M-Q3O
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GEAR DESIGN OPTIONS .....
(continued from page 18)

Table 6

PA DP HPC HPB I

10 12.7 26.7 I

12 13.4 24.1 ,

14.5 14 13.8 22.0
16 14.0 20.2
20 14.3 17.3
10 15.9 33.6
12 16.7 30.0

20 14 17.1 27.1
16 17.5 24.6
20 17.9 20.8
10 18.8 40.3
12 19.6 35.8

25 14 20.1 32.1
16 20.5 29.0

I
20 21.0 24.4

and that for very high reliability or less than 1 in 10,000
failures is 1.5. The computed capacity would be reduced in
accordance with the degree DE reliability desired.

Comments
The opportunity to use a computer to assist in gear design

can present the designer with a large choice of possible can-
didates. Exercising optionsand choices can help in zeroing
in on a final selection, but obviously there is no one design
that fits all requirements. Many different. gear 5 ts can be
suitable.

Designers are not restricted to standard pressure angles or
pitches nor to standard tooth forms. Appropriate basic data
can be placed in the program if desired, for example, to use
existing tooling even if metric module, to reduce costs or 'time
delays.

No gear design is really considered final or so perfect that
the parts can go into production without some model testing
or pilot manufacturing. It is at this point that the unforseen
factors can be dealt with.

References·:
1. AGMA 110.04-1980, "Nomenclature of Gear Tooth Failure

Modes:' American Gear Manufacturers Association, Arlington.
Virginia.

2. AGMA 218.01-1982, "For Rating the Pitting Resistance and
Bending Strength of Spur and Helical Involute Gear Teeth."
.AmericanGear Manufacturers Association, Arlington, Virginia.

This article was first presented at the SME Gear Processingand Manufactur-
ing Clinic. Schaumburg, lL NOli. 11-13, 1986.

120 INPUT "Gear Teeth- • ,NG
130 INPUT "Pinion CIT - • ,CTP
140 INPUT "Backlash _. ,BL
150 PRINT" Program in progress, turn printer on, please."
160 HADD-1.25/DP:TIPR-.3/DP:HDED=1/DP:CLR-.25/DP
170 HTF -1.570S/DP-.2 *HADD*TAN(PA/RA)
180 TCD-(NP+NG)I2!DP
190 PDP-NP/DP:PDG-NG/DP.:PRP-PDP/2:PRG-PDG/2
200 BDP-PDP~COS(PA/RA):BDG-PDG*COS(PA/RA)
210 OPPDP-2"'CD"'NPI (NP+NG):OPPDG-rCD"NG/(NP+NG)
220 OPPRG-OPPDG/2:0PPRP-OPPDP/2
230 CP-PI/DP:CSP=CP-CTP:BRG-BDG/2:BRP-BDP/2:BP-CP*COS(PA/RA)
240 PDED-(CSP-HTF)/2/TAN(PA/RA)
250 RDP-PDP-2*PDED

Gear Design Program

10 REM spurgear.bas
20 CLS:KEY OFF
30 PI-3.141592654tt:RA-180/PI
40 INPUT "Diametral Pitch
50 INPUT "Pressure Angle"
60 INPUT "Center Distance"
70 INPUT "Face Width
80 INPUT "Steel Allow Tens.
90 fNPUT "Steel Allow Compo
100 INPUT "Pinion RPM
110 INPUT "Pinion Teeth

-",DP"
-·,PA
-",CD
-",F
-",SAT
-",SAC
-",RPM
-",NP

42 Gear Technology
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Barber-Colman AnnouD,ces PDQ Hobs
Three week delivery
of special ..,formhobal
We're stocking machined blanks, covering
the DP range of 3 to 100, ready for finish
grinding. (Refer to chart below.)

Call our toll-free hot line (800/435-4176) with
your order and tooth form details ..Or send
us your tooth form by FAX (815/877-o.264).
W·e'J] CAD design the cutting tool, form
the grinding wheel, and ship the tools in
2-1/2 weeks.

Scope: The program covers gear hobs, invo-
lute spline hobs, straight sided serration
hobs, and parallel key spline hobs. Not
covered are shanks, tapered bores or periph-
ery, or dutch keyways. And, there may be
times we'll have to limit your order size to
assure fast delivery for everyone ... but we'll
always be able to start you cutting parts in
three weeks!

PDQ BLANKS

The Barber-Colman quality
you've come to ,expect-

Now it's your.s in
THREE WEEKS

our full color
brochure.
For further
information
call us today!.Bal'bsl'·Colman C13mpanL/

SP.ECJAl TY TOOLS DIVISION



GEAR DESIGN .PROGRAM

260 ODG-2*CD-RDP-2*CLR:ORG=ODG12
270 ODP-RDP+2*(BADD+HDED):ORP=ODP/2
280 COSOP-TCD*COS(PA/RA) ICD
290 OPPA - RA"ATN(SQR(1-COSOpA2) /coson
300 INVDP-TAN(OPPA/RA)-(OPPA/RA)
310 INVPA-TAN(PJ\/RA)-(pA/RA)
320 CTG-CP+2"TCD*INVDP-2"TCD*INVPA-CTP-BL
330 GDED-(CP-CTG-HTf)/2/TAN(PA/RA)
340 RDG-PDG-2*GDED
350 WDG-(ODG-RDG)/2:WDP-(ODP-RDP)/2
360 PX-BDP IODP:XA-ATN(SQR(l- PXAZ)/PX)
370 INVXA-TAN(XA)-XA
380 GX-BDG/ODG:XB -ATN(SQR(1-GXA2)/GX)
390 INVXB-TAN(XB)-XB
400 TFP-ODP"(CTP/PDP-INVXA+INVPA)
410 TGF-ODC*(CTG/PDG-INVXB+INVPA)
420 LA-SQR(CDA2-(BRG+BRP)A2)
430 LAP-LA-SQR(ORGAZ-BRGA2)
440 LAG-LA-SQR(ORPA2-BRPJ\2)
450 WLRP-SQR«(LAP+BP)A2+BRpA2)
460 TIFRP-SQR(BRFJ\2+LAPA2)
470 TlfRG -SQR(BRGAz + LAGA2)
480 CR-(lA-LAP-LAG)/BP
490 Y -PDED- T]PR
500 X-CTP/2+ Y"TAN(PA/RA)+ TIPR/COS(PA/RA)
510 Q-BRP/WLRP:WlPA-ATN(SQR(l-QAZ)/Q)JNVWL-TAN(WLPJ\)-WLPA
520 B-CTP/PDP-INVWL+INVPA:A=WLPA-B
530 DL-BDP ICOS(A)
540 PRINT" Program in progress."
550 AL-P1I4
S60 E-(X+Y ITAN(AL))/PRP
570 BA-At-E
580 KS-Y ISIN(AL):KE-KS+ TlPR
590 TE-PRP*SIN(E)-(KE*COS(BA»
600 NE-PRP*COS(E)-(KE~SIN(BA)
610 HH-DLl2-NE
620 YY-2*HH*TAN(BA)-TE
630 IF ABS(YY)<.OOOIThen 670
640 yyy -(2~HH/(CaS(BA)A2) - KE*SIN{BA»)*{l-KS/PRP ISIN(AL»+KS*SIN(BA)
650 AL-AL- YY IY¥Y
660 GOTO 560
670 H-HH:TH-TS*Z
680 X1-THAU4/H
690 Y2 - DP I ((COS(A)/COS(PA/RA))"((l.SI xn - TAN(A) ITH))
700 RM-YA2I(Y+PRP)+TIPR
710 HS-.lS-.OO8"'(PA-20)
720 15-H5-.03
730 L5-.45+.01*(PA-20)
740 KS-HS+(TH/RM)A15*(TH/H)AL5
750 ]-Y2JKS
760 BPB -RPM·OPPDP~PJ* SAT I 126000! lOP
770 RI-LA-LAG-BP:R2.-LA-RI:R3~SIN(OPPA/RA)*OPPRP:R4-LA-R3
780 eX-RI "R2IR3/R4
790 CG-NG/(NG+NP)

44 Gear Techno'iogy



GEAR DESIGN PROGRAM

800 CC -COS(OPPJ\IRA)~SIN(OPPA/RA),wCG 12
810I-CC*CX
820 HPS - RPM *F*]"'(OPPDP" SAC I2300)A2 1126000r
830 IF LAP<O THEN CR-O:TIFRP-O
,840 LPRINT" Gear Design Summary"
850 LPRINT
860 LPRJNT
870 A$-"Center Distance Htftf.HHHff"
880 LPRINT USING A$:CD
890 B$-"Gear Ratio 1111.11#;;1"
900 lPRINT USING B$;NG/NP
910 C$ - "Face Width 1111·lilt
920 LPRJNT USING CS;F
930 D$-"Diametral Pitch IIIIII-HUH"
940 LPRINT USING D$;DP
950 E$-"Pressure Angle IIN.IIIIII#"
960 LPRINT N USING E$;PA
970 F$-"Pinion RPM 11111111.#11"
980 LPRINT USING F$;RPM
990 G$-"TensiJe Stress No. IIIIIH."
1000 LPRINT USING G$;SAT
1010 H$-"Compressive Stress No. nUlllr
1020 [PRINT USING H$;SAC
1030 1$- "Backlash II· ;;#NfI"
1040 [PRINT USfNG I$;BL
1050 J$-"Contact Ratio 11.;;1111"
1060 LPR[NT USING J$;CR
1070 LPRINT
1080 LPRJNT" Pinion Gear"
1090 K$-'Teeth III111.N In· II"
1100 [PRINT USING K$;NP;NG
1110 L$-"Outside Diam. 111111.111111 HII#.IIII#"
1120 LPRlNT USING L$;ODP;ODG
1130 M$-"Pitch Diam, III'I·nllll #l1li·#111111"
1140 LPRINT USING M$;PDP;PDG
1150 N$-"Oper. P.D. 1111#·#111111 11#11.####"
1160 LPRINT USING N$;OPPDP;OPPDG
1170 O$-"Root Diam, #11#.### ###.###"
1180 LPRINT USING O$;RDP;RDG
1190 P$-"Base Diam, 111111,111111# 11##.####"
1200 LPRINT USING P$;BDP;BDG
1210 Q$-"Cir. Tooth Thick. 11.11### #.####"
1220 LPRINT USING Q$;CTP;CTG
1230 R$- "Tip Flat # ·111111# #.1111#11"
1240 LPRINT USING R$;TFP;TFG
1250 S$-"T.I.F. Diamll#Ii·;HI#1I #11#.#0#"
1260 lPRINT USING S$;T[FRP"'2;TIFRG*2
1270 T$-"J FACTOR /1.### "
1280 lPRINT USING T$;J
1290 U$-"Horsepower Beam #1111#·11 11###·11"
1300 LPRINT USING U$;HPB
1310 V$-"Horsepower Surf. #11##·# HilliN-II"
1320 LPRINT USING V$;HPS
1330 IF CR-O THEN LPR]NT' Warning I Possible undercut on pinion. Suggest design change."
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Rates: Classified DlspJay-$110 per Inch
(minimum 3 ") Type will be set 10 advertiser's
'layout or Gear Technology will set type at no
extra charge. Word COlllnt: 35 characters
per line, 7 lines per inch.

,Payment: Full payment must accompany
classified ads. Mail copy to Gear Technology,
P,O. Box 1426, Elk Grove Village, IL 60007.
Age.llcy Commission: No agency commis-
sion on classifieds.

COMPUTER AJDS

GEARS..SPLINES
DES!IGN ,A!NID'TOOLING

• Custom gear design including non-
standard pressure ang/'es for more
strength.

• Programs to enter tooling data in-
to computer files and search for ex-
isting cutters to' cut a. new gear or
spline.

•' Gear,ing cemputersoftware for
sale. -

• Consulting servioesfor gear and
spline problems.

VAN GEAP;EN-AEECE ENGINEERIN:G
1502 Grand Blvd.

Ced'ar Falls, I'owa 506,13
(31'9) 266 4674

CIRCLE A-38 ON READER REPLY CARD

GEAR ESnM1ATIING,
The COSTIMATOR® computer

aided cost estimating syst.eminsures
speed andconsistency in the difficult
task of estimating the costs of aill
types of gears.

Usedl'by small shops and Fortune
50.0. companies throughout the'
country .

For complete information
contact us today.

Manufacturers Techno ogies, Inc.
59 lnterstate Dr.

West SprinQlfield."MiA 011089
(413) 733-1972

CIRCLE A-29 ON READER REPLYCARD

SUBCONTRACT WO,RK

i

I

GEAR 'fOOTH' GRINDING
& HONING ONLY

Production Quantities
3/4" P.O. to 27.5" P.O,.;
3.5 D.P. and 11' " Face

Gear Tooth Finishingl
is our On'ly Business

We have no turning, hobbing or
shaping capability

ALLEGHENY GEAR' CO:RP..
23 Dick.Road

Depew, NY 14043
716-684-3811 11

CliRClE A42 ON REA:DER 'REPLYCARD

There's stiU time ...
closing, date for a classifiedl ad
in the JulylAugust issue is
May 25.

46 'Gear Technolog,y

Coniflex beve'ls up to 34 If diameter.
Spirals & Straight iBevels up to 60. "

diameter.
Spurs & HelicaJs up to 120."

diameter ..
BREAKDOWNI WORK
IS OUR. SPECIALTylt

Complete machining:, heat treat,
IlappinQl & testing.

CALL US!

B&R
Machine' 81 Gear CorponUion

e
P.O. iBox 536

Sharon, TN 38255
(90n 456-2636,
1-800'-238-0651

CrROlE A-34 ON READER REP,lV CARD

Closing date: Ads must be received by the
251h 01 the month, two months prior to
publication. Acceptance: Publisher reserves
the right to accept or reject classified adver-
tisements at his discretion.

REBUILDING

IHOBBER REBUILD'INIG
SPECIALISTS

Having trouble meeting today's de-
mand quality control tolerances?
Let our factory trained and ex-
perlenced staf return your
machine to optimum operating
condition.
We specialize in repalrlnq,
rebuilding and mode.rnizinglalll
makes of hobbers.

• Clevel:and IRigidhobbers
• Gould & Eberhardt
• Barber Colman

PIlESS'!'1IATION I'NC•.
522 Cottage Grove Road
Bloomfield, Conn. 06002

(203)242-8525

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
WANTED

High quality gealr manufac-
turer operation. Small to
medium (25") gears. With or
without product Iline. Alii in-
quiries hel'd iin strictest con-
fidenee, Pninciples only.

IBox GM
c/o Gear Technology
P.o. IBox 1426
Elilk Grove V:illage, IL 60007



HELP WANTED

Position open for applicants with ex-
tensive experience in job shop 'gear
processing and manufacturing'. Must
know spurs, helicals, bevels (str.aight
and spirall), worms and worm gears.
Capable of figuring set-ups for the
above type gears and toolling
required.

I If you a~equalifjed, send r:esumeand'
compensation requirements to:

P;RECISION GEAIR OOMPANY
85311Freeway Drive

Ma.cedonia, Ohio 44056
(Cleveland Area)
(216) 4614125

IG~R PRODUCT IM-'~NJ~GE:R.
Leading manufaotur,er o,f ad-
vaneed CNC machine 1.00ls, In-
cluding gearlhobbers and gear
grinders, is seekingl ex;perlienced,
successful sales professional to
market a complete line of gear
equipment. Our world-wide
reputation for excell'ence will work
for you and your customers.
Outstanding compensation and
benefits package' offered. Fre-
quent travel will be required.

Send resume to:

Dir8ctorof PersonnellGT
570 IBradl:ey Hill! Rd.
IBla.uve'lt,NY 109,13,

We are a leading builder of gear producing, machine tools and inspection ,equip-
ment for tl1egear manufacturing industry. We have pioneered a revolution
in our segment of the industry towards computerized machine contrel, motor
controll, diagnostics and flexible Iprogramming in order to meet customer
demands. We continue to be the leader in developing and apply.inglthe latest
tec'hnology to our products. For these reasons, we am able' to sustain OUT
growth. We presently have multiple openings for the following positions:

,ELECTRONIC SERVICE TECHNICIANS
-IRequires 2 year degree in elsctronlcs
- Requires 2 year retated service experience with machine tool's
- Specific experience with Allen-Bradley CNC, AC/DC motor controls
- European el'ectrical documentation standards oonsidered an asset
- Requires extenslve travel throughout U.S .• Canada and MeX!ico

MEC'HANIC.AL SERVICE ENG~INEERS
- J'ourneyman certificate preferred
- Mechanical field service experience requiredl
- Requires ext.ensive travel throughout the U.S., Canada. and Mexico
- Specific background in maenine installation, demonstration and

repair

AJIapplicants should be able to work with minimal supervision and should
be prepared to provide good references.

Competitive wages are based entirely upon individual experience.

lin addition, we offer excellent benefits which include COMPANY PAID
Medical/Dental/Life insurance as well as a pension plan.

If you are qualified in any of the above positions and would! like the oppor-
tunity to work in a clean and friendly erwironrnent, please send a resume or
app'ly lin personto:

AMERIICAN P'FAUT,ER CORPORATION
925 Estes Avenue

El'k Grove Village, III 60007

WANTED' TO BUY
Bnng in new customers

for your ousmess by adVertiSing In

GEAR' TECHNOLOGY- - - ,Large precision gear company, Must have modem equipment,
Interested in companies that are currently operating at low oroducuon

Replies confidential.

Box BT, do. Gear Technology
P.O. Box 1426, Elk Grove Village, IL 60007

The Journar of
Gear Manufacturing'.

call (31,2) 437-6604
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HydrauUc Key-
SeaUngl machines

Accurate, economical keyways are produced on cylindrical and tapered
bores with Thyssen key· seaters. Several models are available for
:keyway widths from 0.118 inches 1.0 5.9 inches, lenglhs from 1.100
inches 10 59.00 inches. Thyssen key·seaters otter maximum flexibility
for: standard, square, multiple profile, rounded, langentJal, Quarter
round Of tapered, blind and radius, type, taper,ed bores. ,external,
keyways or other speciall applicalJons.

For furtl1er information, contact Klingelnberg Corporation. 15200 FollZ
Industrial PaJ1<way,Cleveland. Ohio 44136. Phone (216) 572·2100.

FREEl
<6>

KUNGELNBEAGi

CilRCLE A-39 'ON RE.AD.ER REPLY CARD

ENGINEERING CONSTANTS ... '
(continued from page 33)

Compa.rison of DIN a.nd AGMA QuaHties

A closer comparison between the various tolerance
systems is beyond the scope of a simple table" for the
corresponding quality fields never coincide exactly,
moreover the various national standards do not make
comparable adjustments to gear error tolerances to
allow for the influence of the gear diameter and size of
pitch: a given class in one standard can, in certain ranges
.of diameter and pitch, cover several classes of another
standard,

A comparison between .AGMA run-out tolerances
and the equivalent DIN has beenomitted, due to the
differences in definition. AGMA Quality Classes for
lead. tolerances have been included in spite of minor
differeces in definition.

48 Gear Techno'iogy

ROTARY GEAR HONING .. ,
(contim.led from page 37)
of tool and a relatively short honing cyde be used. What is
produced in the way of surface finish, then, represents a com-
promise. First, the honing tool must remove nicks and burrs;
then. it should make minor tooth corrections that will improve
sound level and wear life. The improvement in surface finish,
which is in reality a by-product of the honing process, isa
valuable adjunct which will help promote long wear life as
we]! as improving sound characteristics.

Honing Gound Gears
In the aerospace industry, gears are traditionally operated

at high speeds under heavy loads. They are usually rut, heat
treated and ground to provide tooth surfaces (usually of
sophisticated modified forms) of the highesf order of ac-
curacy. However, tests withexotic surface measuring equip-
ment have shown that ground surfaces have a jagged, wavy
profile tha.t will not support heavy loads or wear long unless
costly break-in procedures are carried out.

Ground tooth surfaces usually have a surface hnlsh in the
16 to 32 /A range. Honing with type "AA" honing tools can
bring this surface finish down to the 8 to 10 I" range (Fig,
2). In one 39-tooth, S':D.P., 20" P.A., 7.800" P.O .. spur
helicopter drive gear, honing or the gear teeth down to 8 /A
surface finish increased wear life by 1,000% and increased
load carrying capacity by 30%. Other tests by the gearing
industry have shown 100% load carrying capacity increases
by honing ground layers.

Acluwwled..gem!mt:
Presented lit the 5ME Gear Processing lind Mllnufacturing Clinic. November
11-13. 1986. Schllmnburg. Illinois

I
Reference

,
I

I
diameter

Adjaoent.
up to' I. !!J,,8 in. DmN 2 2 3 3 4 S S 6, , 8pilch error

lind (III> I.. 400 t!!!!l) AGMA IS [S 13 12 12 11 10 9
di.ffcrence --.---' ---- --I
between over 1:5.8 in. DIN 1.2 2 2-3'2-3 3--4 4-S 4-5'5-6 6-7 7-8
adjacent 15 \,,;11:;11311.211211111'0 I

pitches.
(o>er ,400 mm) AGMA 115 91

Total profile I DIN 2

I
.2

I
3

I
3

I
4 I SIS I S I 6 I 6i 14- 14-14- 13- tl-

, error i AGMA ~S 115115 1141,4I

!
Maximum , I I , I I 1 I Iaccumulated

i
DIN J 3 4 S 6, 7 S 6 7 8

I pilch error
Radia.1 DIN 3 , 4 , s 15-61 ,6 , 7 I S I 6 I 7 I 8run-out I 1
l10tal com-

,

DIN 5 61'18161'18 '9posite error

AGMAI
1

. 11- 10- u- 10--(double '9flank) 12112! II! 12 121 U

Tooth-to- up' 1.'0' 1,5,8 in. DIN ~I~I~I~'6 i '18
1
9(up '1.0 ,400 III... )

tooth ecm- I
II

-
posite error over J 5.8 in. DIN 4-54-5 5--616-75--61~y-818-9(onr 400 10m) 1 1

'. 1'6;4 I 1 _11~ 313'~ DIN 1 .2 .3 4 4
1J"lI- ,(",:16)

1-.... iE --- -;-!-;- ~Ie E P<4
I 2 213Total tooth 0.1 DIN 2. 3, 4 S

alignment
::1_ (m>,6)

error " 1'~4 DIN 1- 2: 1 3 314141
4 S S 1IX)

~Il-n E (",::;;;6)

!I

::: E P<4 --;,-;,-;,-; 61'~i Dm J 3 <I 6
0 ...(",>6)



G It. Culling Too!l

SPECIFICATIONS
Mitsubishi mechanical and elecnenic technologies come
together today in a ruIllineup of the most advanced gear
culti ng machines on the market. Whether your requirements
call for hobbing, gear shaping or gear shaving, including
flexible gear manufacturing systems, Mitsubishi offers the
ideal solution ror any need. All machines are unsurpassed
in flexibility, speed, accuracy and rigidity- resulting in
new standards of productivity. for full informalion on the
entire lineup, along with available tools, contact us today.

Ma~ Max. Mam MeiDl" Mac;hnt
Modfll Workpiece WOrkpiece' (HPI Welghl

Ola. [Inl Pilch (O.P) (tns]

GA,5CNC 5917 9 6.35 '0 8800
GA25CNC 9.B 4 10 11600

Gear Hobllers GMOCNC 15.7 4 10 18700
(lA63CNC 24.B 1 B 20 R200

$A25CNC 9.8 4 7 5 11000
Gear Shapers SA40CNC 15.7 4 10 15.600

SA63CNC 25.6 3.2 24 7 21.100

Gear Shiver FA30CNC 122 3.2 7.5 11.!)()()

MITS U BISH I Mitsubishi Heavy Industries America, Inc.
873 Supreme Drive. BensenVille. IL 60106 Phone (3'2) 860·./1220

HEAVY INDUSTRIES, LTD.
5·,. Marunouchl 2·chome. Chlyoda-ku. Tokyo. Japan Mitsubishi International Corporation

Cable Addr ss HISHIJU TOKYO 873 Supreme Drive, Bensenville. IL 60'06 Phone: (312) 860·4222
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